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I. INTRODUCTION AND JM}U 

II. 

On July 10, 1989, the Kaibab National Forest received an operating 
plan, in compliance with s~rface use regulations at 36 CFR 228 A, from 
Chem-Stone, Inc. to open-pit mine pumice from a deposit on the east 
flank of the Bill Williams Mountain, on the Williams Ranger District. 
At that time, the Forest questioned both the locatability of the 
pumice material and the propriety of the claimant's desire to begin 
immediate mining prior to exploring-the nature of the deposit. The 
Forest requested additional information from the proponent and on 
October 25, 1989 approved a proposal for exploratory trenching on the 
claims. The claimant was put on notice that an examination and 
evaluation of the material exposed in the trenches and on the claims 
would be used to prepare a mineral report to serve as the basis for 
determining whether the material found in the deposit falls under the 
purview of the General Mining Law, or is considered common variety and 
subject to discretionary disposal under the Mineral Material Act of 
1947, as amended. 

I examined the claims and local geology on September 25 and again on 
November 9, 1989, at which time several samples were taken from test 
trenches dug on the claims. The samples were submitted to a number of 
laboratory facilities for a variety of tests. The pumice exposed in 
the deposit has been compared with pumices from deposits from a number 
of other locations to determine whether it exhibited any unique 
qualities that may give it a distinct and special value. The results 
of these tests as well as market data indicate that the mineral 
material of these claims has no known unique property that gives it a 
distinct and special value as a garment finishing medium or any other 
commercial uses. Accordingly, it is my opinion that the material is a 
common variety stone such as was precluded from mining claim location 
since the Act of July 23, 1955, and that proper disposal, therefore, 
should be through the mineral material sale provisions of 36 CFR 228, 
Subpart C, for salable minerals. 

lANDS INVOLVED 

The subject lands are located in sect-ions 15 and 16, T2lN, R2E, G&SRM, 
Arizona, approximately 3 miles south of Williams, Arizona (see 
Appendix 1). The lands involve six unpatented placer and six 
overlying unpatented lode claims known as the Deadeye #1, 2, 15, 16, 
41, and 42 lodes and the Sue #1-4, 46, and 48 placer claims. 
Trenching operations were conducted on the Deadeye #1 and Sue #2 
mining claims, although the operating plan submitted by Chern-Stone 
indicates that operations will be conducted on all the above mentioned 
claims. A map of these claims is included in Appendix 2. 

All lands. upon which the claims are located are public lands of the 
Kaibab National Forest and are open to entry under the mining and 
mineral leasing laws. 
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III. RECORD DATA 

The following information concerning the subject mining claims is from 
the official files of the Bureau of Land Management, Arizona State 
Office: 

Claim Name 

Deadeye #1 'placer 

Deadeye #2 placer 

Deadeye #15 placer 

Deadeye #16 placer 

Deadeye #41 placer 

Deadeye #42 placer 

Sue #1 lode 

Sue #2 lode 

Sue #3 lode 

Sue #4 lode 

Sue #46 lode 

Sue #48 lode 

Date Located 

4/7/89 

4/7/89 

4/7/89 

4/7/89 

4/14/89 

4/14/89 

5/18/89 

5/18/89 

5/18/89 

5/18/89 

5/24/89 

5/24/89 

BLM Recordation No. 

A Me 296851 

A Me 296852 

A Me 296865 

A MC 296866 

A Me 296891 

A MC 296892 

A Me 296895 

A MC 296896 

A MC 296897 

A MC 296898 

A MC 296940 

A Me 296942 

The Sue lode claims overlay the Deadeye placer locations. All of the 
above claims were located by Mr. David Bellaire, 2215 Mountain View, 
Phoenix, Arizona. 

IV. ACCESS 

The lode and placer claims are located about three miles south of 
Williams, Arizona and are accessed by taking the Perkinsville Road 
(Forest Road 173) south from Williams (see Appendix 1). An unmarked 
gravel road intersects this road at about 3 miles. This road is taken 
heading northwest about 1/3 mile to the junction of another unimproved 
gravel road to the west. This road is taken about 1/4 mile to the 
claim block and testing areas. 
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Trench #1 exposed sand-sized material with cobble-sized pieces of 
rhyodacite(?) and pumiceous material, and was fairly uniform 
throughout the exposed depth. It is estimated that about 40+% of the 
exposed face was sand-sized and smaller, 40% was pebble-sized to 3" 
material, and about 10% of the exposed material was 3"+ material .. 
In-place pumiceous material appears in the .3" to 3" size fraction. 
Most of the 3" and 3"+ sized material was rhyodacite(?). 

Trench #2 is also fairly uniform throughout its depth. Visually, 
about 50% of the material appeared to be sand-sized particles 
consisting of quartz and feldspar fragments with glass and biotite. 
There appears to be a slightly greater percentage of pumiceous 
material than in Trench #1; some with in-place dimensions of 2" or 
greater. Lenses containing the larger fragments appear in the lower 
2-3' of the trench. Again, the material is very friable and moist and 
breaks easily into smaller fragments. Not as much rhyodacite(?) 
appears in this trench as compared to Trench #1. 

Trench #3 contains a predominance of sand-sized particles; visually 
about 70-80%. Pumiceous fragments from 1/2" to I" diameter are 
visible in pit walls. 

Trench #4A was dug in red, silty sand with fragments of basalt. It is 
believed that the contact between what has been mapped by Newhall, et 
ale as Pliocene or Miocene age basalt and the dacite pyroclastic 
deposit occurs in the vicinity of Trench #4A. David Bellaire of 
Chern-Stone indicated that the material found in this trench was not 
suitable for their use, therefore no sample was taken here. Trench 
#4B was offset about 30' south of #4A and encountered pumiceous 
material and ash. Pumice and rhyolite fragments from 1 to 1-1/2" 
diameter visually comprise about 10-15% of the exposed material; an 
additional 5% is comprised of larger fragments. The remaining 75-80% 
is sand-sized ash material. 

Trench #5 also encountered the contact between pumiceous material and 
basalt. A thin layer of air fall material covers basalt on the south 
end of the trench; the remainder of the trench exposes basalt and 
basaltic tuff. This trench was not sampled as it was indicated that 
material from this location was not suitable for Chem-Stone's uses. 

Trench #6 was dug in an area that may have served as a material pit in 
the past, although pine trees 3-4' in height have reestablished on the 
site (see photo 1). The trench was dug to a depth of 7.2', the upper 
3' of which is ash and gravel-sized material (up to 1-1/2" in 
diameter). Two lenses containing pumice fragments ranging from 1-1/211 
to 3" in diameter in a sand-sized groundmass occur about 3 and 4 feet 
below the surface. They are generally about 6 inches in thickness 
and comprise about 3% of the total exposed face. 
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3. 

AREA GEOLOGY 

The area in which Chem-Stone's claims lie is within the San Francisco 
volcanic field. This volcanic complex covers an area of about 3,000 
square miles in north-central Arizona and takes its name from the 
largest volcano of the group, San Francisco Mountain. The claims lie 
on the eastern edge of Bill Williams Mountain, the largest volcano in 
the western portion of the field. The volcanic field has received 
extensive geologic study, and has been mapped in detail by the U.S. 
Geological Survey. Appendix 3 contains a geologic map of the subject 
area (from Newhall, et al., 1987). 

Bill Williams Mountain is predominantly a cluster of dacite domes and 
flows with flanking andesite and benmoreite flows. It represents 
eruptions over extended periods of time that formed a larger edifice, 
as compared to the numerous smaller cinder cones in the area which 
represent short-lived vents (Newhall, 1987). These intrusive and 
extrusive rocks are age-dated to be of Pliocene (Gauss and Gilbert) 
age. 

VI. CLAIM GEOLOGY AND SAMPLING 

The area in which the trenching and sampling took place is described 
by Newhall as an isolated airfall deposit of pumiceous dacite lapilli 
(volcanic ejecta ranging from 4-32 millimeters in diameter) and fine 
ash. Phenocrysts of hornblende, biotite, plagioclase, and quartz 
occur in a glass-rich hyalophitic (the open spaces of a feldspar 
network are occupied by glass) to hyalopilitic (numerous minute, 
needle-like crystals embedded in glass) groundmass. These airfall 
deposits are K-Ar age dated at 3.49 ± 0.06 million years. 

A total of seven trenches to depths from 6-10 feet, were excavated 
using a backhoe (see photos 2-21 in Appendix 4). Trenching was 
conducted on the Deadeye #1 placer and Sue #2 lode. Appendix 2 
contains a map showing claim geology and location of sample sites. 
The geology of each trench was noted and samples taken from those that 
exhibited pumice considered by the claimant's to be minable. A 
channel sample was taken the length of 'the face of each trench to 
collect about .08 cu. yd. of sample, for a total of about 1/2 cu. yd. 
of material from all the trenches sampled. A grab sample was also 
taken from the stockpiled material excavated from each trench. About 
50-80 pounds of excavated material was taken from each trench. This 
was to avoid contentions that channel sampling with a pick may have 
resulted ,in size reduction of some of the pumice fragments. The 
pumice material in-place held quite a bit of moisture and was fairly 
well compacted. It appeared that once some of the larger fragments 
were exposed to the air and dried out, they lost much of their 
cohesiveness and broke down into smaller fragments. 
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The trench and grab samples were delivered to Arizona Testing 
Laboratories for sieve analysis and unit weight tests. Trench samples 
from trenches #1, #3, and #6 and grab samples from stockpiled material 
from trenches #2 and #4 were dried and screened in order to determine 
the various size fractions of the material and an estimate of what 
percentage of the total deposit may have pumice with a dimension of 2" 
or greater. A unit weight measurement was also taken to determine the 
weight per cubic foot of the dried material. These results are 
discussed in section VII and summarized in Appendix 5. 

VII. PUMICE USE IN THE GARMENT FINISHING INDUSTRY 

Pumice has become a commodity of contention of late, with the fairly 
recent introduction of the process known as stonewashing and 
acid-washing, or "frosting", to the garment industry. The following 
discussion provides some background into the garment-finishing 
industry and the role of pumice in the finishing process. 

Pumice is used either in its raw form to abrade and soften denim 
material to give it a "lived-in" appearance, or it is impregnated with 
an oxidizing agent or dye so that when tumbled with the garments 
results in the streaked or bleached-out look that has become popular 
in denim-wear. Denim has been the material of choice in the garment 
industry for these processes because of its durability, although the 
industry has used other fabrics as well. 

The garment industry uses pumices from a wide variety of sources. 
Pumices from Greece, Turkey, Equador, Indonesia, Mexico, California, 
Washington, Oregon, Arizona, and New Mexico are among those that have 
been used in the garment finishing process. 

Garment finishing is done on a large scale both on the west and east 
coasts. El Paso, Texas finishers handle huge volumes of garments for 
Levi Strauss, who both contracts for finishing and has their own 
finishing divisions, and many other garment manufacturers as well. 
Levi uses an average of 50-80,000 pounds of pumice per finishing plant 
per week in their operations and accounts for 25% of the garment 
finishing business. Los Angeles, California is another center for the 
garment-finishing industry, as are locations in Kentucky, Illinois, 
and Tennessee. 

A contract finisher does a job for a certain company who requires a 
certain "look" in their finished product. There is, then, a standard 
finished garment "look", or narrow range of looks, that must be 
achieved by the contractor in order to be accepted by the industry. 
The various contractors are free to achieve this look any way they 
can, but may follow closely the procedures and raw materials used by 
the industry in order to ensure an acceptable final product. There 
are probably well over 50 different "looks" or fashions, each that 
requires an adjustment in processing, whether it be in the raw 
materials and chemicals used, tumbling time, or a change in some other 
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part of the process. New "looks" are continually being introduced to 
satisfy the constant changes in the garment industry. A garment 
finisher may introduce a "look" to a manufacturer in attempts to 
capitalize on a technique that they have developed, which may also 
reflect a combination of chemicals and abrasive medium that they've 
been able to obtain. 

Each new "look" may require a pumice with different physical qualities 
than the pumice used for the previous "look". In order to achieve a 
certain finish, the launderer establishes a procedure (after some 
trial and error), which sets the amount of bleach, the amount of 
stones, the timing of the run cycle, the size of the machines, and the 
amount of garments to be loaded into them. Then they can run the same 
procedure for all their work shifts until that particular contract is 
completed. Having to change any part of the process "mid-stream ll

, be 
it the kind of pqmice used, the timing, etc., would likely result in 
lost processing time and the possibility that the proper look may not 
be achieved. Once a particular contract has been completed, the next 
contract may require a completely different look, calling for a change 
in the finishing process, including the type of pumice used. 

Naturally, the raw materials used, including pumice, playa major role 
in ensuring an acceptable final product. Nowhere have I been able to 
find specifications that a pumice must meet to be suitable for use in 
the garment industry. Impurities such as iron or magnesium in the 
pumice must be kept to a minimum to reduce chances of them bleeding 
out and staining the garments. Excessive clay content may also smear 
on garments and cause problems in machines. The abrading material 
must not wear out too rapidly during tumbling or contain material with 
hard, sharp edges that could tear clothing. Beyond these fairly 
standard requirements, each finisher has some qualities they look for 
in a pumice. Some pumices may have qualities that are better suited 
to one particular garment-finishing process than another, i.e., one 
pumice may be more suitable for a particular acid-washing technique, 
but may not be amenable for another. One manufacturer may want a 
denser, heavier abrading medium; while another may prefer a softer, 
more absorbent material for acid-washing. And while some finishers 
have been able to find a pumice they like, and try to use it in most 
of their processes, to my knowledge, there is no "universal ll pumice 
that is suitable and used for every type of finishing process the 
garment industry does. 

The manufacturers are well aware of the qualities of pumices from 
various areas; many seem to prefer Greek or Turkish pumice (personal 
communication with Dr. Dilip Tsad, Levi Strauss - 9/28/89, and Ceaser 
Guerrero, American Garment Finishers - 10/4/89) for consistency in 
quality. They are, like any other business, always looking for 
competitive materials to lower production costs and have found that 
they must learn to work with certain pumices; in other words, they can 
adjust their processes to best utilize the character of a particular 
pumice (Guerrero, pers. comm. 10/4/89). Factors'such as consistent 
and timely availability, cleanliness of the pumice (i.e., void of 
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sticks and dirt upon delivery), method of delivery (whether in bulk or 
shipped in bags and palletized properly), the amount of detrimental 
heavy material mixed in with the pumice, how wet the pumice is, and 
price are very important when a finishing company is considering the 
use of a particular pumice. It appears that the industry does not 
absolutely require that a pumice meet stringent specifications. There 
are pumices that are preferred over others, but with competitive 
marketing other pumices can be used satisfactorily. 

1. Chem-Stone.Products 

The garment industry is in a perpetual state of flux, following and 
creating that nebulous idea of "fashion". New approaches or processes 
are constantly tested to streamline operations and be more cost 
efficient. Chem-Stone is in the business of marketing a product for 
the garment finishing industry that can be used in the acid-washing or 
dying process. They impregnate the pumice with potassium permanganate 
(KMn0

4
), a bleaching agent. The impregnated pumice is a finished 

product that is marketed to the industry. This pumice is tumbled with 
the garment; as the KMnO is released from the pumice, it bleaches 
out some of the dye in tte garment, creating that "frosted" look. 

Chern-Stone is also developing methods to fabricate synthetic "stones" 
from fine pumiceous material by bonding the sand-sized particles into 
briquette-sized pellets. These "stones" or pellets can then be 
impregnated with bleach or other chemicals and used in garment 
finishing. They indicated that this was a use to which the fine 
fraction of the subject deposit could be put. 

Chern-Stone has purchased pumice from a deposit located about 12 miles 
north of Flagstaff, and about 40 miles northeast of the subject 
clairns. This pit is operated by Arizona Tufflite, frorn whorn 
Chern-Stone has purchased most of their pumice for $75/yard. 
Presently, Chern-Stone is removing pumice from a privately-owned pumice 
pit about 2 miles north of the subject lands (see Appendix 4, photo 
22). Chern-Stone reportedly pays the landowner $2.50/yard for this 
material, which they are blending with Tufflite pumice. 

Chern-Stone contends that they have used pumices from various sources 
worldwide and have found "only one active deposit that meets our 
standards to produce our product that will satisfy our customers and 
our requirements. That particular deposit just happens to be in the 
Flagstaff, AZ area and is being operated by Arizona Tufflite." 
(Chern-Stone letter dated Sept. 5, 1989, pg. 2, Appendix 6). It is 
opined th~t the pumice found on the Deadeye and Sue claims has 
qualities that make it acceptable for use in the process that 
Chern-Stone has developed, but it is obvious that other pumices can and 
are being used for their particular process. 
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The quality that Chem-Stone indicates to be of primary importance is 
porosity; they claim that the pore size and pore network of the pumice 
is that which is necessary for controlled release of the impregnated 
solution. Should the pore size be too large, the chemical or dye may 
be released too rapidly, causing spotting or blotting on the 
garments. As noted on page 7 of Appendix 6, Mr. Bellaire states that, 
"(t)he claims have a very acceptable porosity, even comparable to 
portions of the Arizona Tufflite property." 

2. Other Materials Used for Similar Purposes 

As evidenced by the information provided above and by Chem-Stone's own 
admission in their September letter, the pumice from the subject 
claims is not the only material suitable for use in their process. It 
also appears that there are other materials used by the industry that 
are equally suitable for use in the acid-washing process. 

In discussions with numerous garment-finishing industry 
representatives, I have found several that are familiar with 
Chem-Stone's products (Levi Strauss - Dr. Dilip Tsad; American Garment 
Finishers - Ceasar Guerrero; Desert Industries - Mr. Goldman; 
East-~est Apparel - Mitch Brasington). All of these companies have 
tried, but are not presently using, Chem-Stone's product for various 
reasons. One was that many of the companies are now using the 
synthetic stones as the abrading and porous medium for the 
acid-washing process. This synthetic material has appeared to give 
better and more consistent results, and doesn't wear as rapidly as 
many pumices, even though it costs about twice as much as impregnated 
pumice ($1.15/pound for chemically-impregnated synthetic material vs. 
$O.57/pound for Chem-Stone's impregnated pumice). 

Mr. Goldman with Desert Industries indicated to me that recent tests I ~ have linked exposures to KMn04 with increased incidents of 
Parkinson's disease. The fin~shing companies contracted by Levi 

I Strauss have been put on notice that, while these claims have yet to 

I ~
' ('I) \ ~ be substantiated, Levi is not requiring that these companies use 
)J'~~ KMn04 in their processes. Some of the contract finishers have 
\{' ~ discontinued its use and are using pumice in conjunction with an I enzyme that "eats" the dyes in the fabrics. 

Another major concern of the industry is the amount of particulate 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

matter that is generated during the tumbling process which may be 
flushed into the plant's waste water system and eventually into the 
city water treatment system. The water company in EI Paso, Texas 
regulates the amount of pumice particulates in the EI Paso water 
supply, and were recently sued by the EPA for exceeding acceptable 
levels of particulates in their water. The burden to remedy this 
situation falls on the pumice users and may also be an incentive for 
using alternate abrading mediums. 
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3. Market Data 

Several garment finishers were contacted to get an idea of prices paid 
for pumice materials. Prices vary for certain grades of pumice, but 
from the information I've been able' to gather, it seems to be on the 
order of a few cents per pound. The garment finishers often purchase 
pumice from a broker or "middle-man" who purchases the pumice from the 
supplier. Pumice producers, for the most part, prefer to sell their 
pumice through a broker rather than dealing with the end user 
directly. 

Pumice is probably the biggest cost item for most garment finishers 
(Bjarne Schmidt, Continental Uniform Rental, pers. comm. 3/23/90). It 
is usually purchased by volume versus by the pound or ton. Most often 
a container of bagged or bulk pumice is shipped; containers hold 
roughly 40,000 pounds. Costs to the end user run between $4,200 -
$6,500 per container, which includes shipping. Price paid by the end 
user can vary greatly, depending on whether the pumice is shipped 
bagged or bulk, cleaned or mine run. Competition among brokers and 
suppliers is great. Several years ago, one broker had offered 
California pumice at $6, 850/truckload; another was selling the same 
material for $5,400; and yet another for $4,680/truckload. (pers. 
comm. Jim Gauthier-Warriner, USFS R-5). 

Table 1 contains a listing of pumice producers and purchasers, pumice 
sources, and prices paid for pumice materials used in garment 
finishing. As is apparent, prices can vary, particularily those 
obtained by the producer; from $2.50/yd. to $50/yd. Reported prices 
paid by the end users range from $0.09/lb. to $0.18/lb. ($75 -
$144/cu. yd., using 800 lbs./cu. yd. as a conversion factor). Market 
personnel for Arizona Tufflite indicated to me (pers. comm., Linda, 
3/30/90) that the somewhat lower prices charged for Mexican and 
Ecuadorian pumices have created a need for U.s. producers to lower 
their prices to remain competitive. She indicated that El Paso users 
are paying $O.lO/lb. maximum as retail value for pumice and that AZ 
Tufflite sells their pumice in bulk for $45/yard delivered to El Paso 
and California destinations. 

There are, to my knowldege, no records of sales of raw material from 
the subject site for use in garment finishing. 

VIII. ANALYSIS OF PROPERTIES OF CHEM-STONE PUMICE 

1. Standards for Determining Uniqueness 

Deposits of common varieties of pumice and pumicite were removed from 
location under the General Mining laws by PL 167, the Act of July 23, 
1955 (60 USC 611). This act provided for an exception of "deposits of 
such material which are valuable because the deposit has some property 
giving it a distinct and special value and does not include so-called 
"block pumice" which occurs in nature in pieces having one dimension 
of two inches or more." 
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Purchaser Contact Purchaf!~(LE!,QIll __ ~_~J __ P~lJlLc~ ~O!lr~e___ I _ _ Price * I Other Information 

Various [primarily Glenn (Glass Mtn.) (This is an operator) Glass Mtn .• CA S30/yd. fob plant 

Dyadic Industries for 1"+ size: 

(broker)] S22.50/yd. fob 

plant for 7/8"_1" 

size 

Various AZ Tufflite (Linda) (This is an operator) Flagstaff. AZ S50/yd. fob yard (in 

Phoenix) for 1"-3" 

size (SO.06/1b.);' 

$18-20/yd. fob yard 

for 1/8"-3/8" size; 

S24/yd. fob yard for 

1/2" size; 

Chern-Stone 

Touchstone. Ltd. 

(broker) 

Wheeling. IL 

I I 

S45/yd. delivered 

bulk. volume sale 

T. Gillett (USFS) I Landowner I Williams. AZ S2.50/yd. royalty 

___ ~l __ L ____ _ 
I 

Cy Emelfarb I Copar Pumice Co .• New Jemez Springs. NM S25/yd. (SO.03/1b.) 

I Mexico fob plant at 

I Cuyamunge. NM for 

I 3/4"-2 1/2" size 

I 

5U;V ..r \'} /v 

ri,;¥ .{ orr 

I Also from Italy, AZ. Prices range from Sell 1"-3" size 

Big Chief Stone 

(broker) 

Las Cruces. NM 

Levi Strauss 

El Paso, TX 

I CA, Greece. Ecuador S30/yd. to S75/yd. generally 

--- - .. ~~I_~~_~ 
I 

Tyrel Morton I Copar Pumice Co. Jemez Springs. NM S25/yd. fob plant 

I American Pumice Co. for 3/4"-2 1/2" size 

I ( = SO.03/1b.) 
___ ~_~l __________ -L _________ -J _________ --'-_______ _ 

I 
Dr. Dilip Tsad I Brokers Greece, Turkey, AZ. SO.10/1b. fob Use 1"_2" size 

I CA and others Houston (S80/yd.) generally 

J 

conversion factor of 800 Ibs./yard 

semi-dry pumice to calculate $/yd. to S/lb. 

'--'" 

~ 

C) 

OJ 
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TABLE 1 MARKET DATA 

Purchaser I _ _ Gontac::t _________ 1 _pljrchase<J From I __ Plllll!C::~_ ~Q\lrC(L ____ 1 _ Price * L ()th~r ,Informs tion I 

American Garment Ceasar Guerrero Brokers Indonesia. Turkey. $O.09/lb. delivered 

Finishers Mexico. South America., ($75/yd.) 

El Paso. TX AZ 

Economy Laundry Ceasar Viramontes Brokers Mexico. New Mexico $0.12-$0.14/lb. 
El Paso. TX (a $96-$112/yd.) 

delivered 

Desert Industries 

El Paso. TX 

East West Apparel 
El Paso. TX 

Continental Uniform 
Rental 

Los Angeles. CA 

, 
Mr. Goldman , Brokers Arizona Tufflite $O.09/lb. ($75/yd.) 

, Mitch Brasington 

Bjarne Schmidt 

, delivered , 
, Mexico $O.09/lb. delivered , 
I 

, Brokers I Cali fornia I $0.17/lb. 
, I I 

_ L _________ J ____ ~~ ___ ~_~_____ L_ 

Brokers Ecuador 

N. California 

(have used pumice 

from Turkey. Greece. 

Indonesia) 

$O.13/1b. delivered 
($104/yd.) 

$O.tt/lb. delivered 

($88/yd.) 

Use 2" size 
generally 

Use 2 1/2"-3 1/2" 
size generally 

Use 1 1/2"-2" 
generally 

U~e 1/2"-3" size 
generally 

_._._._._~1 _______ -.l.-______ ---L. ______ --1-___ _ 

conversion factor of 800 lbs./Yard 
semi-dry pumice to calculate $/yd. to $/lb. 

i 

t-' 

a 
c:r 
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In McClarty v. Secretary of Interior, 408 F2d 907 (9th Cir 1969), the 
courts upheld and refined earlier case law and set forth standards to 
distinguish between common and uncommon varieties of materials. These 
guidelines are: (1) there must a comparison of the mineral deposit in 
question with other deposits of such minerals generally; (2) the 
mineral deposit in question must have a unique property; (3) the 
unique property must give the deposit a distinct and special value; 
(4) if the special value is for uses to which ordinary varieties of 
the mineral are put, the deposit must have some distinct and special 
value for such use; and (5) the distinct and special value must be 
reflected by the higher price which the material commands in the 
market place or by reduced overhead so that the profit to the claimant 
would be substantially more. 

McClarty (at 909) also established that the unique property which 
gives a deposit a distinct and special value must be inherent in the 
deposit. Value added by manufacturing or marketing techniques and 
other external factors not related to the deposit itself are not 
counted toward giving a deposit a distinct and special value. As 
pointed out previously, any marketing or price advantage afforded 
Chem-Stone's impregnated pumice product does not directly reflect a 
uniquely intrinsic property of the pumice itself. 

2. Properties of Subject Pumice 

We now turn to a discussion of how each of the guidelines established 
in the McClarty case are met or not met by the subject deposit. 
Chern-Stone has indicated in their September 5, 1989 letter (pg. 1, 
Appendix 6) that "size ... is of lesser importance than the chemical 
composition of the pumice, and that the most important property of 
this deposit is the physical characteristics of this particular 
deposit when compared to other pumice deposits around the world." 

Samples of material from the deposit were sent to several laboratories 
for testing to determine whether the pumice did, in fact, exhibit a 
unique property. 

Appendix 7 contains a study conducted by Robert M. Hutchinson for 
Chem-Stone entitled "Microscopic Analysis of Ten Rock Pumice Samples" 
which compares microscopic and physical features of pumices from 
locations in Arizona, New Mexico, Greece, Equador, and Mexico. 
Appendix 8 contains the results of analytical tests conducted on the r.~ 
subject pumice and pumice samples from other deposits in New Mexico, p~U 
Arizona, and Mexico. There is minimal variance between samples in 
the unit % measurements of the elements tested. From this informatjon 
it can be determined that there exists nothing "unique''-"--ahoutthe 
chemical content of the subject deposit. Appendix 10 contains the 
results of testing conducted by Dr. Jerry Hoffer on representative 
samples of material from these claims. The samples from the subject 
claims (labeled as BWM in Dr. Hoffer's report; samples labeled BWM-MP 
are from the pumice pit on private property from"which Chern-Stone also 
acquires pumice) have been compared with other pumice deposits, in 
general, from the U.S. and elsewhere. The tests attempt to quantify 
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those characteristics most often considered in a pumice for use in the 
garment-washing industry. 

An index of refraction test was conducted (Appendix 7) which is 
designed to determine from what kind of a parent material the tested 
material may have been derived. As indicated in Mr. Hutchinson's 
report at page 3, "(t)he silica content for the volcanic glass of the 
ten rock samples ranges from 69 wt. % up to 71.5 wt. %. This is 
visibly a very narrow and restricted range indicating that all ten 
rock types are derived from similar lava type or types." 

Discussion of the various samples on pages 19-20 of Hutchinson's 
report reveals that there is "a large amount of fragmented crystal 
fragments that are suspended in volcanic glass" in samples #1 and 2 
(Williams Site B and A) taken from the subject claims. The author 
attempts to name the rock type of these samples and classifies them as 
"crystal vitric (tuffaceous) pumice or tuffaceous crystal vitric 
pumice", because of the "many suspended broken crystal fragments 
engulfed in the siliceous lava." Like the other samples tested, the 
f~agments are composed of plagioclase, hornblende, biotite, and/or 
magnetite; just in varying percentages. 

Arguably, the term "pumice" has been used to incorporate a wide range 
of material types. The Bureau of Mines' ~ Dictionary of Mining, 
Mineral, and Related Terms, 1968 simply terms pumice as "(a) highly 
porous igneous rock, usually containing 65-70 percent Si02 and 10 to 
20 percent A1

2
0

3
; with a glassy texture." Pumicite is defined as 

"(a) finely d~v~ded volcanic ash or volcanic dust." As seen by the 
. chemical analysis done by the U.S. Bureau of Mines on samples 

~representitive of this deposit (Appendix 9), it is on the low end of 
the scale for total Si0

2 
content and fairly high in A1203 and 

other oxides. As such ~t has been termed a dacite pyroclastic deposit 
by Newhall, et ale Dacite is defined by U.S. Bureau of Mines (1968) 
as "(t)he extrusive equivalent of diorite (tonalite). The principal 
minerals are plagioclase (andesine and" oligoclase), quartz, phroxene 
[sic, - pyroxene] or hornblende or both, minor biotite, and minor 
sanidine. All these minerals may occur as phenocrysts in a glassy or 
finely crystalline groundmass of alkali feldspar and silica minerals. 
Biotite, sanidine, and hornblende are more prominent in rocks 
transitional into quartz latite and rhyodacite." This becomes 
somewhat a matter of semantics, but reflects on the subtle differences 
in the mineralogy of the parent magma. As noted by the complexity of 
the geologic mapping conducted by Newhall, et al., (Appendix 3), and 
as is typ~cal around volcanic centers, there exists a wide range of 
rock compositions. 

Appendix 5 contains results of a unit weight measurement conducted by 
Arizona Testing Laboratories (ATL) on material collected from the 
Deadeye and Sue claims. Page 1 of the appendix shows that the dry 
unit weight of this material is 95.1 pounds per cubic foot. This 
weight measurement was taken on bulk material from the sampling 
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program and not on screened or sized pumice fragments. Other density 
measurements were taken by Mr. Hutchinson and are reported in Table 5 
of his supplement in Appen1ix 7. Densities of pebble-form pumice 
varied from 36 - 84 lbs/ft. He reported in-pla3e density of 
Williams Site samples as approximately 62 lbs/ft. Values reported 
in Appendix 10 on samples anal3zed by Dr. Hoffjr substantiate

3
this; he 

reports an average of .92 g/cm (x 62.4 lbs/ft - 57.4 lbs/ft ). 
It is apparent that there can be any range of densities for a 
particular deposit and that, while pumice is obviously less dense than 
many other rock types, density of a particular pumice is not unique. 
It is likely that the higher density of the subject material is 
related to the relatively large amount of crystal fragments . 

Porosity is mentioned by both Mr. Bellaire in his September letter 
(Appendix 6) and Mr. Harvey Smith, as a Chern-Stone representative, in 
his cover letter to Appendix 7, as being the most "important" physical 
characteristic of the subject pumice . 

Porosity percent was estimated visually by Mr. Hutchinson. The 
results of his study is displayed in Table 2, pg. 6 of Appendix 7. A 
thin section of the sample was dyed with a blue-green dye to emphasize 
pore spaces. It is not discussed in the report how the quantitative 
porosity percentages were arrived at. In a supplemental report 
submitted by Mr. Hutchinson (also in Appendix 7), he used another 
method to calculate volume percentage of pumice samples. Percent by 
volume of void spaces was calculated by determining the ratio of 
apparent specific gravity to true specific gravity of the pumice 
sample. Calculated void volumes for the samples tested ranged from 
43% to 75%, with the Williams samples testing in the 59% range . 

As noted above, however, there exists a wide range of rock types and 
compositions in any volcanic field. These compositional differences 
can have a marked effect on such characteristics such as porosity. 
The presence of an abundance of mineral fragments in a rock with a 
frothy groundmass would have the effect of reducing porosity. 

Table 5 of Appendix 10 shows how samples from the subject deposit 
compare with 58 other pumice samples with respect to vesicle density 
or pore space. In conducting his tests for porosity, Dr. Hoffer 
measured pore size and number of open pores in a 1 mm-thick thin 
section. The range of porosities for the subject pumice was 9-18%, 
which falls within the range of porosities obtained from 31 of the ~ 
other pumice samples from Mexico, California, Turkey, Guatemala, and If' 
Ecuador. One would be hard pressed to say that the porosity of the 
subject pumice was unique, unless willing to concede that porosity for 
all other pumices was also unique. I doubt that such is the case. 

The vesicle size (in millimeters, shown also in Table 5, Appendix 10) 
for the subject material was measured at 0.30 mm. This is in the 
midrange for all other pumice samples tested which ranged in vesicle 
size from 0.15 to 0.50 mm, and is the same as or very similar to 



vesicle sizes found in other pumices from Guatemala (0.30 u~u), 

California (0.22 and 0.23 mm), Ecuador (0.35 mm), and Mexico (0.27 
mm). Vesicle size is related to the rate at which a pumice would 
release impregnated chemicals. It is evident that the subject pUluice 
exhibits a range of vesicle sizes very similar to other pumices. One 
can conclude that there is nothing,"unique" about the subject pumice 
with respect to porosity ~r vesicle size. 

Table 4 of Appendix 10 displays the results of tests designed to 
measure the effective porosity or the ability of the pore spaces in 
the pumice to absorb fluids. It is measured as a weight % increase of 's the pumice after being submerged in water for 5 minutes. This test 

{_~S I B method closely approximates what is actually done in practice in the 
~~I ul~ ~ustry. When finishers do their own impregnating, they simply pile 
~ 0 { ,~~e pumice on the ground and sprinkle the chemicals over it, allowing 

,j C Si eol"'~' it to soak for five minutes o~ so (Bjarne Schmidt, ers. comm.). The 
I oef O ~S subject material showed a range of effective porosit ~-__ 7~%~ __________ _ 

ft1 ~ consistent with those of the other samples tested. Twenty-seven 
i M I '-samples from one California deposit exhibited a range of effective 

porosity from 1%-50%. It becomes quite evident that even in a single 
deposit. particular characteristics of'a pumice can vary greatly; 
quantifying a particular pumice as unique because of a certain trait 
becomes nearly meaningless. 

The pumice samples were also tested to determine the rate at which the 
pumice would absorb fluids. This is measured in % weight increase per 
minute. Once again a wide range of rates (from 0.6-11.3 % wt. 
increase/min.) is displayed for all the samples tested (see Appendix 
10, Table 6) and the results for the subject pumice exhibit ranges 

I 
from 1.6 to 3.5; very consistent with numerous other pumice materials 
tested. The subject pumice averaged 2.3 % wt./min., one of the lowest 

~ As,g averages for the pumices tested, but this is only one standard 
__ , h&S' ./ t) 6 l pM6:leviation from the mean value of 3.9 % wt./min. for all samples 

I 1'!Jc;. fi" j\/)' tested: f{JI't:.£ 

f
t r<- J/h ~ vb ~ 2.3 - 3.9 -1.02 standard deviations 
f 1 h~ 'Il( ( [0-] (-1.57) 

I ~ ," (v / .( f ;' t d ': ~ ; tJ 
5'1 0 ' ~/V • fU U :where [<r] is the standard deviation of the distribution. 

vV A d r 
vi ~ ~p'!' K The average impregnation rate for 138 of 188 samples tested. or 73% of II p~K ~ all samples. falls within one standard deviation of the mean: 

• 

3.9 ± 1.57 - 2.3 to 5.5 % wt./min. 

This is shown visually in the figure below: 
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This shows the range of 
averages of effective 
porosity values--actual 
values ranged from 0.6 to 
11.3--and would represent 
the high and low values 
of a bell-shaped curve. 

------ ----.---~-
-------~ 
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Again, evidence points to the fact that impregnation rate is not a 
unique property of the subject pumice. 

Based on his knowledge of physical properties desirable of a pumice 
I Rfor use in garment-washing, Dr. Hoffer has ranked the pumices he has 

~ (,~O~tested according to density, hardness, abrasion loss, effective 
f~C !~t.~orosity, and impregnation rate values (Table 7, Appendix 10) . . ~ Cor. f Although this could be considered somewhat SUb,jective, as far as 

I I' ~I~ desirability for garment-washing, the subject material was rated as . t)~ least desirable; due in large part to its high density and hardness, 
n~ ~ and, Dr. Hoffer points out, low porosity. For another professional 

I I' I ~p1n1on I consult~Mark Emelfarb, president of Dyadic Industries of 
< Riverwoods, Illinois; a major broker for pumice from deposits 

worldwide. He stated that he has visited and tested pumices from 

I 

• 
• • • • 
I 

• 
I 

deposits flanking Bill Williams Mountain and rejected them because of 
what he felt was poor quality. He opined that the subject material 
was neither unique, nor even considered "good" by industry accounts. 

The pumice from the private pit (noted as BWM-MP in Dr. Hoffer's 
report) which Chem-Stone is presently using, ranked fairly high. But, 
as noted on page 9 of the report, it is not considered unique among 
pumices; it simply exhibits physical characteristics that could 
classify a pumice as suitable for garment-washing. ----- .. 
Based on all tests conducted on the subject material, I do not believe 
that porosity, or any other physical or chemical property of the 
subject material can be termed unique. As noted earlier, there may be 
certain qualities that are desirable in a pumice for use in garment 
finishing, but it is obvious that there exists other pumices that can 
be used. 

There is no known market data from sales of material from the subject 
site for use in garment finishing, but it has not been shown that the 
unprocessed pumice would be able to commmand a higher price in the 
market because of an inherent distinct and special value. 

1. So-called "Block Pumice" & 
So-called "block pumice". or pumice having one dimension of 2 inches q0 
or greater, was determin~d to be locatable by statute. A sieve N' 
analysis test was conducted by ATL on five samples of the material on 
the Deadeye #1 and Sue #2 claims in order to get an idea of the size 
distribution of material in the deposit. Appendix 4 contains the 
results of those tests. The tests were conducted on two grab samples 
(denoted as Grab #2 and Grab #4-B) and three trench samples (denoted 
as Trench #1, Trench #3, and Trench #6 in Appendix 4). From the test 
results it can be seen that only from one sample (Grab #2) was any 
material retained in the 2"+ range. In that case, only 3% of the 
material passed over the screen column was 2" or greater in diameter. 
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As previously noted, a portion of the subject claims has been mined in 
the past. Claims covering these lands in sections 9, 15, and 16, 
T21N, R2E, on the Kaibab Forest were the subject of litigation in U.S. 
v. Paul Thomas, et al., 78 ID 5, January 12,1971 (see Appendix 11) 
which affirmed previous decisions declaring the claims null and void 
for lack of discovery of a valuable mineral. Evidence in the case 
raised the question of the appropriate geologic classification of the 
material found on the claims. Both the contesta~t's and the 
contestee's expert witnesses described the material as "pumiceous 
material" (IBLA 70-46 at 211). The hearing examiner and Office of 
Appeals and Hearings found that this was not a true pumice and, 
therefore, could not be classified as "block pumice" expressly 
excepted by section 3 of the Act of July 23, 1955, as amended (30 USC 
611, (1964). Although the IBLA did not find it necessary to determine 
whether "pumiceous material is not a tr~e pumice" as previously ruled, 
they did find that "on the absence of competent evidence to that 
effect, we cannot conclude that "block pumice" has been shown to exist 
anywhere on appellants' claims" (supra at 216). There has been no 
further development of the pumiceous deposits on these lands since 
this ruling was effected and I have seen no evidence as to the 
presence of what could be determined to be minable quantities of 
so-called "block pumice" in any exposures on the claims. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on my field examination of the material exposed on the Deadeye 
and Sue mining claims, review of market data, and analysis of the 
results of the sampling and testing, I offer the following 

. conc Ius ions: 

1. The pumiceous material found on the m~n~ng claims has no known 
unique property that gives it distinct and special value, and is 
accordingly a non-locatable common variety of stone such as was 
removed from location under the mining law by the Act of July 23, 
1955, Public Law 167 (69 Stat. 368; 30 USC 611). 

2. Any disposal of the mineral material should be as provided for by 
36 CFR 228, Subpart C, for salable minerals. 

~ 
ROBIN s~ 
Geologist . , 
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• HINIHG CLAIMS 
of 

DAVID BELLAIRE 
Chem-Stone. Inc. 

2215 V. Mountafn View 
Phoenix, AZ 850Z1 

tnown as 

DEADEYE's 1-44 placers 

sftuate fn 

Sees. 9. 15 & 16, 
T.21 H., R.2 E •• G.I S.R.M. 

Coconfno County 
Scale 1- • 1000' 

Arbona 
Jun. 8, 1989 

Surveyed by: 
Harvey W. Smith, E.M. 
Del Tierra Engineering 
I Mining Corporation 

Note: 0 • denotes location mon. 
All mons. are 2- x 2- x .'6-

wood posts. 
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Scale 1- 1320' 
(see Appendix 3 for legend) 
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Plat Showtng Locatton of 
Proposed Exploration Cuts 

Chea-Stone, Inc. 
2215 W. Mountain .tew 

Phoenfx, AZ 85021 

De.deye II Placer Cllf. 
Sue IZ ~ode Cl.ta . 

Sec. IS, T.21 I., •• 2 E., G~' S ••• M. 
'atblb l.ttona1 Forest 

Arf zon. Cocontno Count1 
Sc.1 e 1· • 200' Sept, 28, 1989 

Surveyed by: 
Del Tterrl Engin •• rfng 

, Mtnin, Corp. 
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Geolc 'y of the Bill WW'lrns Mtn. Area 
From Newhall at. al., (198 
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ICl.rtClAL DEPOSITS OF Qo.... _..N.rl • 

Qal ALLUVIAL AJlD COLUNtAL DCPOSITS (HOt.OCD& .ufO 
PLlISTOCllfI) 

Ql LAIfllSLlDE DEPOSITS (PIZISTOCEIf!;) 

unustv! AI'ID tICTWStv! 1CICX.S at QUATnItUT AIm TUTLUT ACI 
!XCLusm ar Ml.JOI IIDPTm CEJrTUS 

Qbb 

Qt.-b 

q.b 

QTllb 
QTabC 
QTllbll 
QTabl 
QThb 
QTIIal 
qTab" 
QTab. 
qTaa 

QTelba 
QTel. 
QTelel 

TIIh. 

Tyb 
Tyloll 
Tybff 
TybC 
Trbl 

T1t 
Tbu 
nil 
Tltt 
Tbl 
Tab 

Tob 
To.b 
Theel 

WALT ar TOCIfCD. PUISTOCZd (OUJU. IIDJIIIU) ACI 
a •• dt flow 

"'SALT ar PLlISTOCEIf!; (OLDU IlInnIU 0. IV.nrrAMA) ACE 
.... It fl_ .net cind.r eOtl •• 

IASALT OP PIZISTOCIDf! (KATUTAIU) ACI 
.... It flow aad ehder e ..... 

!XTIWSIV! AMD IlfT'IIISm mas at PIZIS1'OCDI: oa LA1"IST 
PLIOCEKI (KAtVfAlU) "" 

I ... U 11_ .nd cladeI' e_ 
... alUe taff of _nc 3229 
.... It pyrocl .. Ue .he.c 
C.,.~ite ba.ale dlke of Uccle s..- Mocatai. 
I .. dtle and .. lu fl_ aad d ..... r e_. 
.... ltlc ."dulU dike of luclt HowIcd. 
".-orele. flo. .nd "nc depoe1u of Ilona IUl 
a .. de .nd andulce fl_ of .. at IU' 
And .. lte of yaat UIS 

IXTI1IStv! loaS at PLltSTOCIn 01 nIOCEn (KA1't1'UKA oa 
OLDER) ACE 

I ... lt fl_ .ad cind.r COMO 
... ale 4_ of 1"..- Mo.Mt.l. 
.... It1c .ndedt. flo. aM cinder e_ 
... dt, .nd •• tt., .nd dacite of Daftaport 1111 

... alt .nd ond.du fl_ 
Andedt. eOtl. of Yeat 1305 
Daciu d-. 

AlCD!SITl ar LATIST PLtOC!Jfl (KAnrrAMA) ACI 
AndaalU fl_ of II_I'd M..a -

IASALT OF PLIOC~ (CAUSS at CIUIItT) ACE 
.... It fl_ anet dader coo •• 
PyTocI .. tlc: .haat of Ced.r Itouatala 
Fh ... u-focl fl_ 
.... ltic tuff 
Dllt ... net pI .. too 

UTlDSIn AXD ltmtusm toea ar PLIOCEn 0. KIOCDII ACa 
.... It flova .nd clad.r eOft •• 
.... It fl_, .... dlYlded 
.... It pyrocla.tic: .ha.t d.poolt 
I •• dtlc: tuff 
I ... lt dilL .. 
".dtlc: ....... tt. fl_ .net ciftder e_ 

EXnDSIV! AltD urnusm IOaS ar KlOC!Q ACZ 
.... It flow .nd ... at depoolU 
... attic: ....... lce fl_ .ad dftder ~. 
D_du doeo of Boll Caa,.n 

unosm Nfl) IlfT'lIlSIn lOOtS OF QUATDIIAItT .ufO n:nulT ACa 
ar ~~ IIUPTIn CZJrTnS 

'111 VUU_ *-,t.l. 

IXTlWStn AIm IlmtUSIn tOCU or nIOCDI (CAUSI AIQ) 

ClUEtT) ACE 
And •• tt. flo.. .... i_. 
knaoroit. flow 
Dade. fl_ .ad latru.b. rodt. of eefttral eo.pln 
Dac:1to oS_. 
Dac:1to fl_ 
D.cit. pyrocla.tie "poole. 
Daci t. 41lte 

DUCJ.IPTIa. (F IUP UKITS 

Bill Willia •• Mountain 

EXTRUSIVE AND INTRUSIVE ROCXS (1f PLIOCENE (GAUSS AND CIUElT) ACE 
And .. iu flows and do_.--f'lov. extruded frOli b .. n of dacite 

do ... on north aide of 11111 Willhlll. Hountain and two ... 11 
domel (th. Railroad dOilies) north of WUlh... Kad-.. 
thicltne .. of flowo 18 about 110 • and of do.el about SO •• 
Unit typlcdly containl abundant phenocrylU of plagiod ... 
«1 cm), vhich il corroded and .ieved, and hornblend •• 
Hornblende prilml in the flovi are 5) _ long and are "luaIly 
altered to opaque oxide or biotite, vhereal in the do ... th.y 
are <1 e. long .nd are unlitered. Sparle corroded quartz 
,raln. «5 _) encloaed by pyroxene reaction ri .. occur 
conolatently. Croundma .. 11 Une grained and pUotadtle to 
gI •• IY and hyalopllitic; it nor •• lly contain. tabular or 
.lerolltic plagloelale, pyroxene, opaque oxlde •• nd ~lall and 
il ,enerally more cry.talline than that of the daeltel (Tvd, 
Twdd, and Tvdf). For compo.ition lee analy.eo 1204, 1206 
(flow.) Ind 2221, 2222A (dolllu). K-Ar Igu 2.8StO.91. 
3.2J%O.60, .nd J.48%O.05 H.. Polarlty noraal 

BoenllOreite flow--flov, eharacterhtlcally Ihow. IheetUke 
jointlng, 260 III thick, extruded (rolll ve.t ba.e of d.cite dOlle 
(Tvdd) that forlll. Bixler Hount.ln. Ben-arelte cont.ina 
oeattered phenocrylta of corroded Ind lfeved plaglod .. e (,is 

Twdd 

Twdf 

Twdp 

Twdi 

•• ), .ltered hornblende «J III.), .nd corroded qu.rtz «_ 
-). It .100 contaln •• ierophenocry.ta of plaglocla.e-thllt 
are ~r.dation.I in .1ze to pI.glocla.e in the ~roundlllaa., 
vhich, In .ddition, contain. oIiylne (.Itered to 1ddlng.ite), 
apatite, op.que oxide, .nd gl.... Croundaaa. texture r.n«e. 
froa hy.lop1l1Uc where flow 11 ,hooy to pilot.dUc vt,ere 1 
i •• ore cry.t.l11ne. For C'OSIpo.ition ot!e analy.lo 1122. Oni 
io both overl.ln .nd underl.in by ba.alt flow. (T),b). l-Ar 
.ge 2.94±0.S7 Ka. Polarity nYerled 

Dacite fiowl and Intru.ivt! roC'k. of centr.l co~Iex--Thlek 
undhtded flov •• nd intru.IY. roclt. of l.rltel)' ho.o~.n.ou., 
porphyritic d.cite that for .. the C'entral .nd lII.jor p~rt of 
Bill Willi ... Hountaln. Unit Include •• pinelike ridlltu of 
dacite that are 'pprox1 .. tel, radi.l to the aount.ln center, 
comaonly contaln yertical yealcle traina, and In which the 
dacite haD a chalky altered appe.r.nce; tho ridgea .ay 
repre.ent the uppt!r p.rt of a radial feeder-dike .y.t ... 
Dacite ia gener.lly .i.il.r 1n lithology co 4acite doae. 
(Twdd) and flov. (Tvdf) of Blll Wl11ia_ Hountain. It 
contain. abund.nt large «2 ea) phenocryata of plagiocla.e 
th.t are .oderacely corroded and .!eyed .nd ... ller «3 _) 
phenoeryltl of hornblende .nd biotite that are altered to 
opaque oxide; additional phenocrylc. of qu.rtz, un.ltered 
biotite, and ellnopyroxen. occur loc.lly. Ground .... con.ia: 
of the aa.e .1neral. plua hyperathene. 'or co.po.ltion .ee 
anal,.e. 1217. 1217C, 1218D, 1220. Hicrodiorite ~enolitho 
.i .. U.r to thooe 1n d.cite do .... (Tvdd) .re eo-on. It-Ar ag-
3.S6tO.38 Ka. Pol.rlt, ..... ured at one loc.lity, noraal 

DaC'ite do ... --Do ... , 11ght- to .. dlu.-gray, cireul.r to 
irrefUlarly ahaped, 0.25-1.9 k. In di ... ter, 75-30S • h1~h • 
Ho.t .re peripheral to centr.l co.,lex of Bill Villi ••• 
Hountal n (Tvd), but two occur In the .~it area, .nd levera 
ocC'ur to the northe.at in the YiC'inity of-Rlnelte Itnol1 .nd 
Hlgh School H111. Dacite cont.in •• bundant l.rllte (u.u.lly 
0.5-1 c. Ionllt, but loc.lly (3 e.) phenoery.t. of corroded an 
.ieved "laglocl .. e. S .. ller «3 _) phenocry.t. of 
hornblende, biotite, and opaqu'; oxide ( .. inly a.gnetite) are 
cOlllmOn. Phenocry.ta and ,lowoerocry.ta of cl1nop}'To~ene (~3 
... ) and phenocry.t. of quartz (i1 c-) are .bund.nt in the 
domeo .t the .umla1t of BIll Villi.~ Mou"tain but .re .par.e 
In the other do ... o. Phenocry.t. of biotlte .re .bund.nt onl 
in the Reneke Knoll do.e. For repre.ent.tive co.,o.itiona .' 
analyses 1221 (typical dOfte peripheral to Sil.1 Willlo_ 
Hountain), 1202 (outlying biotite-riC'h dacite of Renelte lnol 
dome), and 12171 (pyroxene- and quartz-rich dacite of .~it 
dOllle). K-Ar .gea 3.59tO.13, 3.62~.33, 3.72tO.21, 3.88to.44 
4.17±1.06, 4.22:0.26 Ka. Polarity noraal and reveroed. 

Kierodiorite ~enollth. are videly .catt.red in this 
unlt. Xenolith. are .ediu. to d.rk gray, co.-o"ly ve.ieul.r 
.pherieal to irregularly .haped, 1-10 c- in dlaaeter. They 
conai.t o( a (ine- to .. diu.-gr.ined, pilot.xltie •• trlx of 
hornblende and piallt1ocI.ae th.t contaln •• p.r.e phenocryat. 
corroded "l.lItiocl •• e. hornblende. or quartz. 'or ca-po.itl0 
aee .nalyoea 1207 .nd 2235 

Dacite flow.--Flov.. light-lItr.y. broad or elong.te bodle. of 
porphyritic dacite dl.tingui.ht!d fro. d.cite do-e. (Tvdd) by 
their gre.ter r.tio of .urface area to thlckne •• and fro. th 
central cowple~ (Tvd) by their holation trOll it. Unit 
inC'lude. flow of Hi~h School Hill, which aay h.ve buried it. 
own Yent, a flov extruded fro. the .outh_at fl.nlt ot Wounde 
bn~er Itnoll •• nd aever.l flow outcropo •• parated fro. Blll 
Willi ... Mount.ln by Qu.ternary alluvial .nd colluvial 
depo.it. (Qal). DacIte cont.lna .bund.nt larKe (typic.lly ~ 
ca long, but locally (4 e.) phenocry.ta of corroded and liev 
pl.giocl.... Saall.r--phenocry.ta (,i4 .. ) lnclude"hornblende 

which 1. ca.-Gn. and .ubordin.te btotlte. Ph~no~ry~tA of 
quarta «4 .. ) .re loc.lly .bund.nt. '01' typl~al ~o~o~ttto. 
... analjrae. 120lA, 2233~. One a~le fro. the flow of HtRh 
School Hill (analy.il 22J3) i. tr.n.ltion.l bet~en andt!Alt~ 
.nd d.cite. (-Ar age. floW of Hlgh School Hill, 5.03!O.~0 M 
but the flow o.erllel a b.o.lt flov (Tyb) vith a l-Ar .~~ of 
4.03tQ.51 Ma. Polarity, flow of High School Hill, normal 

Dacite pyroclaatlc depo.lta--Airfall depo.its of pUllli('e('tus 
dacite 1.pll1i and fine .ah dlstrlbuted .round Bill Willl.~. 
Hount.ln a. isolated outcrops, a. pyroclAstic collars .round 
dacite do ... (Tvdd), .nd beneath part. of the dacite flov 
(Twdf) of Righ School Hill .nd .nd.otte fiowl (Tw8) oouth of 
\lilll_. Phenoery.ts of the .ame 1II1nerah .. 1n oth~r dad 
units related to SUI \11111._ Mount.in occur In • ~lass-r1c 
hyalophitic to hy.lopll1tlc ground_II. Accidental clasts c 
Prec •• bri.n ba._ent roclts Includin~ gnetol, .chht, mylont t 
and orthoqu.rtzite .re loc.lly ColllmOn. ror co~osltlon .e~ 
.n.lYle. 1203 .nd 12171... J:-Ar .ge of dadte clast fro .. S\.lltl:: 

depo.it i. 3.49±Q.06 Ka 
Dacite dilte--Dike, porphyritic, 180 • Ion~, 5-10 • Wide, feed. 

for ... 11 dacite dome (Tvdd) on aoutheast flanlt of B111 
\11111_ Hountain. Dec1te contain •• !-undant lan~!! (~J ('II 

long) phenocry.t. of .ieved plagiocla~(' and ~aller <i3 ~) 
phenoery.c. of hornblende .nd qu.rtz •• veIl "' .('stt~r~d 
phenocry.ta of biotite, hyperathene, .nd opaque oxide .et to 
,l ••• y ground .... 

Appendix 
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Photo 1: Overview of proposed mining area on Deadeye #1 PMC (Sue #2 LMC). 
View looking SE towards access road. This area was previously 
mined in the 1960's. Note relatively new conifer growth. 
Trench (test pit#6) taken in this vicinity. 
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Photo 2: View of Trench #1. 

Photo 3: Excavated material from trench #1. 
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Photo 4: Material in-place; pit wall of test pit #1. 
Note mix of sand to gravel sized material and 
fragments of reddish rhyodacite material. 

Photo 5: Test pit #2. 
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Photo 7: Close up of material 
in pit walls. Note 
predominance of sand 
to gravel sized ash 
and pumiceous fragments . 

Photo 6: View of channel sample and 
in-place material of test 
pit #2 . 
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Photo 8: Excavated material from test pit #2. 

Photo 9: Test pit #3. Note abundance of sand-sized material. 
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Photo 11: Close up of material 
in pit wall; test pit #3. 

Photo 10: Channel sample site 
in test pit #3. 



Photo 12: Trench material from test pit #3. 
Grab sample taken. 

Photo 13: Test pit 4A in red soils 
and basalt; near contact 
of dacite pyroclastic 
deposit and basalt. 
No sample taken. 
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Photo 14: Close up of basalt fragments in 
test pit 4A. 

Photo 15: Channel sample area in test 
pit 4B. John Gutierrez and 
Tom Gillett pictured here. 
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Photo 17: Channel sample in test 
pit 4B. Note that 
material is fairly moist 
and there are scattered 
fragments of cobble
sized pumiceous and 
rhyodacite fragments. 

Photo 16: Close up of pit wall 
from test pit 4B. 
Note rhyodacite 
fragments and large 
amount of sand to 
gravel sized material. 
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Photo 19: Test pit #6. 
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Photo 18: Test pit #5 exposed contact 
'between thin layer of over
lying rhyolitic material 
(upper left hand corner of 
photo) and basalt. 
No sample taken. 
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Photo 20: Channel sample in test pit 
#6 .. Note thin lenses of 
larger sized pumiceous 
fragments within pre
dominently sand-sized 
particles. 
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Photo 21: Trenched 
material from 
test pit #6. 
Grab sample 
taken. 
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Photo 22: Pit on private land approximately 2 miles north 
of subject claims from which proponent presently 
removes material. Note greater amount of larger
sized pumice fragments here than on subject claims. 
Mining method is front end loader w/ripper teeth 
(note marks in pit walls) . 
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Issa JAN I f A~ 8: 53 

USDA Forest Service 
2324 E. McDowell Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85006 
Attention: Robin Strathy 

December 26, 1989 

SUBJECT: Particle Size Analysis and unit Weight 
Chem Stone PO #8371-0-0148 
ATL JOB NO.: 289189 

Gentlemen: 

Enclosed are the results of sieve analysis and unit weight 
of the samples provided to the laboratory. 

The sieve analysis were performed in accordance with ASTM D-
422. The unit weight was done as per AASHTO t-19. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact 
us. 

MM/mmi 

2922 WEsT CLAReNDON • 

Very truly yours, 
ATL TESTING LABORATORIES 

Masood Mirza .~ 
Materials Engineer ~. 

PHO£NIX, AJUZONA 85017 • 

REcrJVID U.S.rS.-T<3 

JAN 111990 

ADMINISTRATIve 
SERVICES 

TEL£PHON£ (602) 241-1097 
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CLIENT: USDA FOREST SERVICE 
2324 E McDOWELL RD 
PHOENIX. AZ. 85006 

ATT1~: ROBIN STRATHY 

PROJECT: CHEM STONE P.Q.# 8371-0-0148 
MATERIAL: SANDY GRAVEL 
SOURCE: TRENCH # 1 

PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

METHOD: ASTM D 422 

SIEVE SIZE ./ RETAINED i. PASSING I. 

4 II ,) 1")0 
. ..:;. 1 ! ",": • I..:.. 

.. 0 1')0 
3 II (, 14)0 
2 1/2 .. (, 1 ':H) 

2 II (, 1 ~)I.) 
1 1/2 .. 1 99 
1 II 3 96 
3/4 .. 3 93 
1/2 .. 5 88 
3/8 .. 4 85 
1/4 tI 7 77 
# 4 5 72 
# 8 1 (, 63 
# 1 (, ~ -' 60 
4* 16 8 52 
# 3(' 11 4() 

# 4(, 6 34 
# 54~ 5 34) 
4* 1("~ 11 19 
# 2(") 8 11 
Pass 4* 2~)(' 11 • (, 
MoistLlre Content (/. ) 3. ('8 

2922 WEST CLARtNDON • PHOtNlX. ARIZONA 85017 . • 

DATE: 12/('7/89 

LAB NO: 89-2023 

PROJECT NO: 289189 
DATE RCVD: 11/15/89 
SAMPLED BY: CLIENT 
TESTED BY: WF' 

Laboratory SugerV1SOr 

IELtPHONC(602) 241-1097 



CLIENT: USDA FOREST SERVICE 
2324 E McDOWELL RD 
PHOENIX~ AZ. 85006 

ATTN: ROBIN STRATHY 

PROJECT; CHEM STONE P.O.# 8371-0-0148 
MATERIAL: SANDY GRAVEL 
SOURCE: TRENCH # 3 

DATE: 12/~~7 /89 

LAB NO: 

PROJECT NO: 289189 
DATE RCVD: 11/15/89 
SAMPLED BY: CLIENT 
TESTED BY: JR 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

METHOD: ASTM D 422 

SIEVE SIZE /. RETAINED ~~ PASS ING 

4 .. 
3 1/2 II 

3 II 

~ 1/2 II ... 
2 \I 

1 1/2 II 

1 .. 
3/4 1\ 

1/2 .. 
3/8 .. 
1/4 II 

# 4 
4* 8 
# 1 ') 
# 16 
# 3(' 
4* 4') 
# 5~' 
# l(H~ 

# 2("~' 
Pass # 2(") 
Moisture Content 

2922 WEST CLARENDON 

~, 

(, 

,,) 

~) 

~) 

') 
c:: 
'-' 

3 
7 
8 

16 
13 

6 
1 
4 
6 
-:r .... 
3 
8 
6 

( I.) 

• 

1.10 

1(") 

1 ('~:' 
1 ,),.) 
1 (H) 

100 
95 
92 
85 
,. / 

61 
48 
43 . 
42 
38 
32 
29 

18 
12 
12. ,,) 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85017 • T£LEPHONE(602)241·1~7 
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CLIENT: USDA FOREST SERVICE 
2324 E McDOWELL RD 

ATTN: 
PHOENIX~ AZ. 85006 
ROBIN STRATHY 

PROJECT: CHEM STONE P.O.# 8371-0-0148 
MATERIAL: SANDY GRAVEL 
SOURCE:. TRENCH # 6 

PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

METHOD: ASTM D 422 

SIEVE SIZE % RETAINED % PASSING 

4 " ,~ 1 ~,,~ 
.~. 1/2 .. 0 1 ~,,) 
. ..:,:, " 0 1 ,~(, 
,": . 1/2 II ~, ... 100 ..., II 4) ... 1 ,~,,~ 

1 1/2 .. ..., ... 98 
1 1/ 00::---.' 95 
3/4 .. 2 900::-OJ 

1/2 " 3 89 
3/8 " 3 87 
1/4 .. 4 83 
# 4 3 80 
# 8 7 73 
# 10 ~ ...::. 72 
# 16 5 66 
# 30 8 58 
# 4~) 5 53 
# 50 5 48 
# 1(,,) 14 34 
# 2'~") 11 ...,00::-

":'._6 

. Pass # 2'~(' 23.0 
Moisture Content (%) 4.37 

2922 W&sT CL.ARtNDON • PHOCNLX. ARIZONA 85017 • 

DATE: 12/4)7/89 

LAB NO: 

PROJECT NO: 289189 
DATE RCVD: 11/15/89 
SAMPLED BY: CLIENT 
TESTED BY: Jr~ 

5uPEt"V i sot"' 

TtLtPHON£ (602) 241·1097 
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r CLIENT: USDA FOREST SERVICE 
2324 E McDOWELL RD 

ATTN: 
PHOENIX. AZ. 85006 
ROBIN STRATHY 

PROJECT: CHEM STONE P.O.# 8371-0-0148 
MATERIAL: SANDY GRAVEL 
SOURCE: GRAB # 2 

DATE: 12/('7/89 

LAB NO: 69-2032 

PROJECT NO: 289189 
DATE RCVD: 11/15/89 
SAMPLED BY: CLIENT 
TESTED BY: WF' 

----------------------------------------~-------------------------------------
PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

METHOD: ASTM D 422 

SIE'v'E SIZE /. RETAINED /. PASSING 

4 II (, 10~) 

...::. 1 .I,., .. 4) , .:. 10~' 
..:;. It ,) 1 ')';' 
,"":. 1 .-. .. 

oJ ..:.. I..::. 97 
2 " 0 97 
~ ~ /,., II 1 .I. .1 ..:.. 96 
1 \I " ..:.. 94 

. .,;;./4 II 1 92 
1/2 \I 3 89 
3/8 II 4 85 
1/4 " 6 79 
# 4 5 74 
# 8 9 65 
# 1 (, 3 63 
# 16 8 54 
# 30 12 42 
# 4(' 6 36 
# 5') 5 .,;;·1 
# 1 (H) 11 2(.) 

# 2(") 8 12 
Pass # 2~)O 11.6 
1'"10i stur"'e Content (-, . 

I_ J 3.83 

Respect-fLtlly 

~~~:~t~l~.n~Q--~~~~~~~~ 
William 
Laboratory Supervi50r 

2922 WEST CLAR£NDON . . PHO£NlX. ARIZONA 85017 • TEL£PHON£(602) 241-1097 



ATL TEsTING LABORATORIES 
GEOTECHNICAL AND MATERIALS CONSULTANTS 

CLIENT: USDA FOREST SERVICE 
2324 E McDOWELL RD 
PHOENIX~ AZ. 85006 

ATTN: ROBIN STRATHY 

PROJECT: CHEM STONE P.O.# 8371-0-0148 
MATERIAL: SANDY GRAVEL 
SOURCE: GRAB # 4-B 

PARTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOILS 

METHOD: ASTM D 422 

SIEVE SIZE % RETAINED % PASSING 

4 II ':> 1 ':>':> 
1/2 II 0 "-' 1 (,(, 

~ II ,~, ·oJ 1 ~H:> 
"":" 1 , /-:"1 " 4) ... ... 14)(; 

2 " 0 . 1 ,~,,~, 

1 li2 .. 0 1,~4) 

1 iI 0 1 ,~,) 

3/4 II T 100 
/2 i, " 1 98 

3/8 " 1 97 
1/4 II -~ 94 

** 
4 ~ .... 91 

** 
8 6 86 

** 
1 ,~) 2 84 

** 16 7 77 

** 
3~) 11 66 

** 4(1 7 59 

** 5'~; 6 ~~ 
~..:,. 

** 1 ':H~ 17 36 

** 
2~)') 12 24 

p~"ss 
** 

2('~) 23.4 
Moisture Content eX) 2.26 

...... _ .. 

2922 WtsT CLARENDON • PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85017 • 

DATE: 12/('7/89 

LAB NO: 

PROJECT NO: 289189 
DATE RCVD: 11/15/89 
SAMPLED BY: CLIENT 
TESTED BY: WF' 

Sl.lP e t"V i so t"' 

TELEl'HONt (602) 241-1097 
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ATL TEsTING LABORATORIES 
GEOTECHNICAL AND MATERIALS CONSULTANTS 

rCLIENT: USDA Forest Service 
- 2324 E. McDowell 

Phoenix, AZ 85006 

PROJECT: 43-8371-0-0148 

MATERIAL: Sandy Gravel 

SOURCE OF SAMPLE: Trench #1 

DATE: 12/11/89 

'LAB NO: 89-2023 

JOB NO: 289189 

RECEIVED: 11/15/89 

SAMPLED BY: Client 

Ell SOURCE OF MATERIAL: Not Reported 

it 
it 
II 
-,. 
~ ... ,iI.·· 

~ 

.... _. 

2922 WEST CLARENDON 

REPORT OF LABORATORY TEST: 

UNIT WEIGHT MEASUREMENT 
METHOD: AASHTO T-19 

DRY WT. = 95.1 pcf 

• Pierce, CET. 
tory Lead Technician 

• PHOENLX, ARIZONA 85017 • TELEPHONE (602) 241-1097 

A DIVISION or R iii: D f.NGIN£OUNG AssoclATt:S. AN NtIWN,A CORI'ORATlON 
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~r':M-STONE, I~~. 

September 5, 1989 

PRODUCT PATENTED 
Quality that's Consistent 

Mr. Leonard A. Lindquist 
Forest Supervisor 
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture 
Kaibab National Forest 
800 South 6th Street 
Williams, AZ 86046 

Dear Mr. Lindquist: 

On May 4, 1989, Mr. Ken Phillips, Mr. Tom Gillette, Mr. Cary 
Price and myself Met and took a brief look at the proposed mining 
1 crcat i err,s. 

.. . .~ ;". . .. .'.:. 

There was discussion that a portion of the material wa~ in 
excess of the minimum requirements.for block pumi6e and'als6·that 
there~.may be a need to tr~nch and"core drill,'~o::deter~in~~~the 
extent of this size material. 

K e e p i r, g t his' i 1". Tn i n d , I fee I t hat I . fIi U s tap 0 I Cr 9 i ~ e ", : f c.r 
'.11"1 k n':tw i Y', 9 1 Y m i s lea d i 1", g Mr. Gil 1 et t a rid Mr. . Pr ice in' t hat . ~ he' s i z e 
clf the pumi ce was the crr, I y reasc,r, we fe 1 t that th i s '._ was a 
locatable deposit of mater~al, when in fact the size 'of the 
material is irnpc,rtar,t, it is clf lesser impc1rtar,ce; thar,~, the 
chemical composition of the pumice, and that the most important 
property of this deposit is the physical characteristics'of·this 
particular'depclsit when compared tel othe~ 'pumice in the >~'.TI,arket-
place frcifil other depc1sits arour,d the world.,·· ... :.". : ':.'~::;':;';'>/:)~. 

Putting all of the special characteristics together Makes 
this find an extremely uncommon and valuable deposit for us, at 
Chem-Stone as a raw Material used for o~~ imp~egnation : process 
that has been issued a patent by the United States Patent Office, 
granting rights to not only the process, but also to the product 
created by the process, which is: A ready-to-use material in the 
garment and fabric finishing industry. 

Over the past two years, I have tried to use pumice stone 
from allover the world and we are constantly receiving calls 
froM Guatemala, Ecuador, Mexico, Greece,. Turkey, Iceland, Spain, 
California, Ari=ona, Utah, Wyoming, Washington, Colorado, and New 
Mex i cel. 

2215 W. MOUNTAIN VIEW • PHOENIX, AZ. 85021 • (800) 223·3155 • (602) 997-2013 • FAX (602) 870-1668 



One gentleman from Santa Fe, New Mexico thought his material 
was so good, he shipped in two truckloads free for us to try. 
All we had to do was look at it and we sent it away, because it 
was t erC' so f t a rId the p crr e s ~J e t" e t c.c. I at" 9 e, its s i z" e t CtC' sm all, 
and it had a clayish texture. 

In all of the wo~ld, to our knowledge, there is o~ly one 
active deposit that meets our standards to produce our product 
that will satisfy our customers and our requirements. That 
particular deposit just happens to be in the Flagstaff, AZ area 
and is being operated by Arizona Tufflite. 

What makes their deposit and material so special is its 
size, its density, its chemical composition and probably the most 
important reason is its physical characteristics of a closely 
knit regiment of small chambers to ~ncapsulate chemicals (or dye 
as the case may be) and a)low the chemicals to be released onto 
the gal""merlt .il'1 a urdfc.rm al'ld cOl'ltrc,llable "fashic,l'I withc'Llt beil'lg 
too abrasive to the garment while being abrasive" enough during 
that particular formula run time. " 

"" " 

T-his is a very delicately balarlced system -" of "cc.r,trcilled 
chemical CCIl'ICel'ltrat iCln,· moisture cOl'ltent (both Ol'I" the" par-:t :"of:~"the 
stone and the garment) size of machines, ~peed of. ma6hin~s;"ratio 
of stone to garment, size of the stone, and rate of chemical 
release by the stone. 

.. : ... ... t.:.: .".!' . ":"--:. ;:'.:~.:'~.~ .. 

Our products."ar~·d~~igned to last load_after load after.~oad 
until the stone actually disintegrates through continual wear~ 

Should the stone "be too porous, it will allow:the "chemieal 
or dye out too' quickly causing spotting or blotting -on-the 
garment and the stone will run out of chemical .or~~-dye 

prematurely, creating an unh~ppy customer with.a·by-prod~ct.; of 
no use to anyone, thus also creating adisposal'pr~blem~fo~ the 
cllstomer. 

Therefclre, as you cal'. see, it is' S;.f. g-reat . impc.rtal'lce that 
the pClrc'sity of the stone is NOT TOO LARGE NOR·"TOO SMALL fc.r our 
prclcess. The '. claims . have very ac'ceptable pcrrosity everl 
comparable to portions of the Arizon~ Tufflite deposit. 

Some of the mineral components may' not be harmful for one 
of our processes, but they would end up in the fi~al product or 
in the processing plant's waste water systems, ca~sing problems 
there and while other components such as the clays and ashes do 
affect the garment's 6verall color and texture if they are used 
during processing, our customers would suffer severe losses 
through damaged goods by not being able to control the delicate 
balance during ~rocessing. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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The material in question ha~ been examined by Evergreen 
Analytical Lab Inc. and has acceptable and comparable quality to 
the Tufflite deposit in Flagstaff as noted by the attached 
cClmpar i s.:.r,. 

I have developed an idea, taken that idea through patent on 
into a business, and created a totally unique business that 
enjoys a reputation and customer list of excellence in the 
garment industry from the smallest of garment companies to the 
very largest of manufacturers, who use our products to create an 
l.ll"ll i mit ed r,Ltrllber c.f d i st i rlct i ve arid d i fferer,t "l clI:,ks II. 

To maintain this progress and enjoy this leading position, 
we have created 20 different categories of products. We tailor 
these products to meet the customer's exact needs to be able to 
c.:. 1'1 sis t e 1'1 t I Y prc.d u c e the II 1 e,c. kilt hat. i s des i 1''' e d ':'1'1 t hat 
particular garment. 

The old term used i1"', this' i1"'ldustry was. a·· Ustc,rle-washed" 
garment. ,We still'use that term but we have turned the,industry 
irlte. a 1"'1 exact scier,ce that requires. specifically '-': d~5i:g1"'led 
materials and we require specifically.acceptable raw :mat~rials. 
Our prclposed site has just that type clf .material and it'<is.~~.,y,c.t 
j I.lSt arlY clld "cclmmclrl" pumice. . .. ,':, :····i::,: 

Stone washing has been in the market-place sin~~,the~C~~~IY 
to mid-70's •. From my own personal experience,-· 1978.· .. The-newer 
i r, 1"'1 CIv a t i ClrlS t hat beg al"l i nEll rCI p e i rl the ear I y B0' s, is· wh a t :-1'5- r,c.w 
cal led fro s t i 1'1 g • By a 1'1 y 5 t ret ch . CI f the i mag i 1'1 a t i or, ~.~ t-h ese 
processes will NOT go away, they will continue to evolve into a 
more refined process, tailoring garments to exact formulati~~-and 
preci sely desi gr,ed "looks" that are. attract i vely' advert ised_~·':::arld 
sc.ld ir, the market-place, ,~" at sometimes, '. an alarming ,"cost~·~;i,~.:~,~J·:The 
frclst ir,g prc1cess a1"',d resul t i rig garments have carved· thei'r~:;::~t'yle 
Cll''' "lo.:.k" i r,tc. our ecc1r,clrny, fash iorl, and sales records books~ .. ar,d 
have becorne another staple product frorn.which to build upo~ with 
dye arid accessclries. ':"., :. -,!"'~ c": 

The contribution that Chern-Stone makes to the overall retail 
and environmental stability of the country is quite significant. 
For example, our finished products pose such a small degree of 
hazard that even the Department of Transportation for the State 
of Arizona has issued us a non-hazardous rating. 

The Environmental Protection Agency has recommended Chem
Stone to garment finishers with potentially high levels of 
pollutants so that these levels may be reduced substantially and 
their business conducted safely. 



CheM-stone's affect on the retail economy could be 
considered national because we generate not only approximately 60 
jobs locally, but our products sold during the month of June 
totalled over 1,000,000 pounds. Each pound will produce 5 pounds 
of garment, totalling 5,000,000 pounds. The average weight of a 
full size garment is approximately 1.7 pounds, thus equalling 
2, 941, 176 [f3'l:rLt i .~fl g arm El"lt s. It WCI u I d be s imp let 0 say each CI f 
these garments retailed at $25 or more, thus totalling 
$73,529,411.75 in sales. 

CorMll':')'1 pltrJlice is sc,ld il"l the blc.ck al"id buildil"lg tl'~ade fc.r 
$12 to $15 per ton. I can show you invoice after invoice where 
we have paid $75 to $120 per yard and a yard only weighs from 640 
lbs to 950 lbs depending upon its location and whether it is wet 
C'l'~ dl'~y • 

. Information received from Mr. Ke~" Phillips," Chief Engineer 
of the State of Arizona Department of Mines and Mineral Resources 
il"ldicated . that "-,.cc,mpardes """ such' as Cypr.ess . Cc.pper ·St~/r,e ~.: .. ltd 11 
process a ton .(2,000 lbs.) of ore ata processing cost: of 
approximately $33 per ton to yield about.~·.09 troy "6=. of~gol~;for 
a retai I value c,f abc.ut $45. This. l'~eprE?sel"lts :a 23, 999~ 91 -;:::.tl"~cly 
ounce byproduct or waste, and a .09 product for an a¢proxi~ate 
gross margin of 35~. 

AIOl"lg those same 1 irles is the .typical cc.pper" .. mirlil"lg 
c'pel""'atil:'l"1 prc1cessil"lg a tc.l'. clf rCrck tCI c.:,nle i..lP with 10' lb"s:-~ clf 
copper ore~·worth -~bou~ $12. 

'The -pr6po~ed· site~ would produce prod~ctsused in our 
industry ata rate of approximately 1.25 yards per raw wet: ton of 
material handled. "A yard weighing approximatel~ 800 "lbs~ ~~emi
dl''''y 'at· ·th~ ·.t irne of the sale" to the customer," . would be worth .·frc,m 
$.12 per lb." or $96 per yard, to .572 per lb. or $457.60 per 
yard, depending upon .the final product or~ered. Keep in mind this 
is all the samestcll"le with just chemicals"" "added. to it •. -: fill clf 
the s t Crl"1 e i sus ed a s a r. a bra s i ve mat er i aI, . me. s tare t rea ted wit h 
chemicals to be· used. for frosting processes while abraiding the 
garment. Others are merely used in laundering processes to 
abraid and soften the garment. 

Regular pricing for plain pumice in this indu~tr~ runs from 
12 cents per lb. to 22 cents per lb. depending upon its source 
and its special characteristics, and that's not delivered. Nor 
would these be of any value to us because they are lacking in one 
or more of the above menti6ned qualities. 
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We 
seer.,ed 
affects 

- ~ 

have tried to use stone froM Greece and Turkey 
to be comparable to the Tufflite quality but have 
that cause processing problems for our customers. 

which 
side-

The Tl.lt"ki sh 
act u a I 1 Y f 1 CI a t 
UY'.CCIY'.t rl:III ab 1 e. 

stone has a specific gravity so light that they 
in the tumblers, rendering the process 

The Greek stone is too porous and has too much 
creating a slippery slimy mess and a paste-like coating 
garment - also rendering the process uncontrollable. 

clay, 
CIY', the 

The Eql.ladorian stone has pores that connect, allowing. the 
chemical to deposit out too quickly, thus rendering the stone's 
release of the chemicals uncontrollabie and the chemical is gone 
w h i 1 e the s t CI Y', e i 5 CIY', I y. h a I fused up. A 1 SCI, i tis so 1 i 9 h t t hat 
it d':les 1",c.t wear eve1"lly CIY', the fabric duriY',g tumbl iY'.g •.. ". 

'The Oregon·pumice was-used by us as a filler to·t~~:to cut 
our 60sts, but'our customers complained, mainly"beca~se'of its 
clay a1".d ash cCIY',tent, but also because its ". porc,sity·.+,·was~:~:.tc,c, 
1 arge,'-"dropp i Y"g Clut chemi ca 1 t'OCI quickl y. . . ' ........ :.".:: .. :-:.:.:'~? .. ~. 

. . .......... :.-'.: .. -" .' ........ ..: .... " 

These little episodes of trying other deposits of pumice are 
registered in our claims, returns and discounts:because'of~~bad 
raw··.~aterial (pumice, not chemical) in the months· of-February, 
March' aY'ld.April of this yC?ar, retUt"l",S al",d Clllc,waY',ces tot-a'lled 
approximately S123,0~0.00) and the trucking from the eastern 
sea p 1:1 t" t sis ext 1''' e TIl ely c CI ~ t I Y a Y'I d u 1", de p e Y', dab Ie. _ .. -.~ : :'.-.:. 

These lc,sses cc'upled with the need to reduce our cost~:.to-~ be 
More competitive with other products in our industry,a~~~~~~o to 
iY'lsure a cOY'lsisteY',t supply (it has happeYled 'that occasioY,=all"y the 
stone from Tufflite is wet, dirty, laden with hard rock, or our 
demand increased so rapidly that Tufflite was unable to supply 
enough) forced us to unsuccessfully tri these other deposi~s t6 
meet CILll""" cust clmer' s demands. _ - . . 

Now it is time to get back to why we did not file a plan to 
explore through trenching and core dril~ing • . 

I was under the impression that these tests ~ere for my 
benefit to determine if these deposits would be profitable. 
After extensive prospecting, I determined that trenching and core 
drilling was an unecessary expense and delay because of the 
area that is already exposed and displayed and because I am not 
relying solely upon the block pumice '¢6rt'ion of these deposits to 
sustain my claim that this material is a locatable and valuable 
depc,s it . 



The uncom~only high quality of the pumice was evident to me 
the first time I saw it and was proven through lab analysi~ and 
our own in-house testing. 

I do not know where to direct you to find an authority on 
pumice for this unique and distinctive use in this industry ~or I 
am the inventor and the only producer of this product in the 
United States, Mexico, Canada, Europe and as far as we can tell, 
the we,rld! 

Most everyone else calls Me. I am NOT telling you this to 
appear arrogant, but to,merely inform you that authorities in 
this particular field ~re scarce. 

Enclosed you will find analysts reports from Arizona Testing 
Lab and Evergreen Analytical Labi~ De~ver_ori·'vari~~s.·:deposits 
ir-Icl udirlg the proposed sites •.. Also erlclosed . is a 'copy .' clf a 
letter frclrn our patent· attorrley '0.,...: our pateYlt situatio""Js·~~~<·:<;,,;~ .. 

. . ..: ... , . ~ . ". .' ,·~:.; .. ::·; .. :.··,o·· < .. <., .. ' .<.,-:.~,; .', ',: ';:.~.~::'~.' ['.\.~t<:?f:. 
:~~ .. As add i t io-nal ... ~ proof .. of,. the. d i ffereYu::es ',' o~»th~~~/,:::pufJ!~ ce 

depc1si t s, .' we ;. have' ,:' authc,ri zed ::: Robert·· ~.M.' . Hutch iy,scin,~.~:~\ 8h.~ D, 
Pr,:)fessc,r of Geology frortt the !)epartme-nt ; of .. ·S·eol'o·gl"cal 
Engineering .:at the University o~ Mineral Resources .in~\~61den, 
Ce,lclredo' to' perforTtl. a microscopic. petrc'graphic .arJaly.sis.;~L6n;.~:itey, 
(lQt)·.·spe·c'irner,s :fr'o'm arc,uYld the world, -,--.,irlcludirlg the .. depclsits-.aY,d 
the '." Arizclrla' Tufflite material. ' 'WheY'1 . this' 'iY'.formatic,ri- is 
cClrnpleted I ,'wi 11 ~-forward the firldings .to YOLt. 

SZ:Z'.Ylcer-. Y .. ; .. .. /eLA ........ . /-- .. ' £::)8~-.... 
I _.' .• 

~ : . . 

David L. Bellaire, Pre~ident 
Chern-Stone, Inc. 

DLB/bb 

cc: Howard Twitty 
A. Michael Bernstein 
Harvey Smith 
Joseph H. Roediger 

....... 

. ~~~Z":·.ft.~ .. .;:.:.~~J ~ 
"." .'!"", :.j .... " 

,", 0' •• ~'- i' .. · . :. :' . .-J:~?:~ ~~·:.:t;:~ 

"-;.:-.:'. 
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DEL TIERRA E~ ..... 'NE[ ING & MINING CORP. 

HARVEY W. SMITH, E.M. PRESIDENT 

Registered Mining Engineer 
U.S. Approved Title Abstracter 

u.s. Mineral Surveyor 
Registered Land Surveyor 

4310 North Brown Avenue / Suite 3 Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 
Tel. 602 / 946-3996 

Dec'ember 13,1989 

Ms. Robin Strathy 
U. S. Forest Service 

Arizona Zone Office 
2324 E. McDowell 
Phoenix, AZ 85006-2497 

Dear Robin: 

'--- ........... 
X"_. ~. 

Enclosed is a copy of the report by Robert M. Hutchinson 
on the "Nicroscopic Analysis of Ten Rock Pumice Samples" 
exclusive of photographs. If you would like to view the 
latter, I shall be glad to make the necessary arrangements. 
However, I don't believe they are critical to our present 

problem. 

Concerning the report, I believe the porosity of the 
samples is the most important and the Williams pumice has the 
smallest percentage. The remaining factors all seem very 
similar. 

If you have any questions, please call. 

HM/ hm 
Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

~~~~~tft!J. ~~. 
Harvey W. ~ith, E.M. 
President 
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MICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS QE. mi ROCK PUMICE SAHPIES 

For 

DAVID L. mLLAIRE, PRESIDENT 
CH:El{-STONE, Dl C. 

2215 WEsr MOUNTAIN vm" 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85021 

By 

Dr. Robert M. Hutchinson 
Consulting Geologist 

cro 326 
. November 9, .1989 
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EXECUTIVE STATEMENT 

(TO BE COMPLETED AFTER DETERHDlATION OF THE 
SPECIFIC GRAVITY AND DENSITY OF THE 

TEN PUMICE ROCK SAMPLES) 
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PRE? ARATICN OF HA TEPJ:AL 

Ten pumice rock samples were cut and trimmed to 22 .x 44 JIlm 

with a diamond rock saw and' 40 microscopic thin sections ground 
t·o a thickness of 30 microns (0.03 mm). Four thin sections 
were made for each type of rock pwnice sample. Two of the thin 
sections were not stained and two 'Were ~ained with Orasol 
Blue Green Dye in order to emphasi~e the pore spaces (vesicles1 
throughout the rock sample. In order to carrj' Otit the index or 
refraction measuroments of the glass, p~eces or the volcanic 
glass were scraped off each rock sample ~th a sharp pointed. 
disecting needle. These broken grains varied tromO.OJ to 0.23 m. 
average si~e and were very angular. 

METHOD OF ANALYSIS 

Index ot Rei'raction measurements were made in white polari:ed 
light using the petrographic microscope and a series ot immersion 
oils with ,indices of re1'raction ranging frem 1.498 to ~.510. These 
measurements ,and the Index of Rei'raction detendnations are given 
in Table 1. 

~ .. 
, ·'--}I'.icroscopic analysis of the rock pumice thin sections was made 

also using pla..'"1e polari:ed white light and five di:!'!erent!::m.icr<>
scopic lens, objectives or xnagn; !ications lX, 2'.51:, 3.2::, 5.6"1:, 
and lOX. The eyepie5!e (ocular) had a magnification or lOX. 

With the microscopic analysis it wa.s possible to (1) i.dentit:Y 
the components or 'each rock, i.e., volcanic glass, crystals or 
different minerals, pore sPaces (vesicles), chemical alteration 
of the glass ani! or the crystals, (2) estimate the proximate 
volume per cent porosity of ~ach rock 'sample, (:;) identify and 
describe the internal fabric, structural arrangement, shape and 
orientation of both cr,ystaJ.s a..'1d p'ore spaces, (4) cl.a.ssify eac.lt 
or the rock samples in terms of volume percentage ratios of 
crystals to volcanic gl.a.ss to pore spa.ce~ (See Tables 2 and 4). 
! photographic record has been made for each of the ten rock 
pumice samples (See text Figures 1;:-21) • 

Specific Gravity and Density measurements are currently in 
process. Equipment being used is (l)the Spring or Jol.ly' Balance 
tor Specific Gravity as well as the Beam Balance. Density ldll. 
be ca.lctUated fro:n the SpecifiC Gravity measurements on each ro'ck 

, sa.IL;lle (See Table :3). It is to be expected, of course, that 
Pumice Rock from Wi.ll.iams Site B, William~ Site A, and Tu.fflite 
Ydll have a somewhat greater density valu~ than the other seven 
saz:rples. Amounts or broken crystals in the volcanic gl.a.ss as well 
as lower porosity values should increase density of the rock. 
This would be true especia.ll..y for Williams Sites B and. A samples. 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF lNOEl: OF REFRACTla~ HEA5UmIDITS 

There is a systematic relationship between the amount of the 
Index of Refraction and t,he weight per cent of the silica 
(5102) that makes up the volcanic glass for that particular 
index of ~fraction or range of indices of refraction (See 
Fig. 7-9). As mentioned previous~ the 'indices of'refraction 
for the ten rock samples ranged from 1.498 to 1.510 (See Table 1). 
Referring to the variation graph shown in Fig. 7-9 the content 
weight per cent of the eillca for each rock sample ha.CJ been 
obtained. 

Silica content for the volcanic glass o,f the ten rock samples 
ranges from 69 lttt. % up to 71.5 WP. %. This is Visibly·'a very 
narrow and restricted range indicating that all ten- rock 
samples are derived from similar lava. type or types. 

All volcanic glasses derive from silicate melts and may vary 
in composition over the range of the common igneous rocks 
(silica ranges fran 'about 40 to over 71 percent), excluding 
the ultramafic types. Only fran. chemical analysis or refractive 
index detemi'1ations can '"Ie equate a glass to its crystalline 
analog-·and designate it as a rhyolite glass, andesitic glass, 
basaltic glass, and so on. A given volcanic rock may be 
entirely glass, glass with cr.ystall1tes, glass with broken or 
perfect crystals (phenocrysts) or largellY crYstalline, with 
only minor glass filling interstices. Host rocks that are 
largely glass are rhyolitic. And this is the case \'dth the ten 
samples herein a..1'1aJ..yzed. They are, all rhyolitic glass. 

Characteristic and typical index of refraction values for the 
different rock glass types are as follo,\-IS: 

Rhyolitic glass 1.49 

Tr.achytic glass 1.51 

Andesitic glass 1.52 

Leucite tephrite glass 1.55 

Basaltic glass 1'.60 

SIGNIFICANCE OF HICROSCOPIC ANALYSIS OF THDI SECTIOOS 

All shown in Table 4 all ten rock samples have been classified 
. as PUHlCE and have the proper characteristics. Pumice is properly 

defined and must have the follovdng features and properties: 

-3-
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PUMICE - A rock-froth which forms crusts on more compact la.va 
or occurs in the form of volcanic ejectamenta. It is glass so 
filled with air bubbles that the pore space maybe much greater 
than the glassy material.' Usua.l.l.y, the bubbles are drawn out 
in parallel or wavy lines, which bend around the rare broken 
c~ystaJ.s and phenocrysts. Hicrolites and crystallites are 
COIIUIlon. The word is very old. It is mentioned by. Pl..iny, but 
the 'Was known long before and 'Was mentioned by Theophrastis. 

. . 

The follmring eomrnents and observations can be made !'rom the· 
microscopic examination and anaJ..ysis of the samples: 

(1) Williams Site B rock has more or less circu.1a.r 
pore spaces and is non-ccmpe.cted. Pro:ximate 
porosity is 4D-50f, (See Figs 1.. 2~.)). 

(2) Wi'1ja tns Site A rock shows mo::I.era.tc compaction 
with pores elongate to sub eire u.1a.r .• Pro:xima.te 
pore porosity is 40-50% (See Fits. 4, 5) ~ 

(3) Tufnite shoW'S pore spaces with mexierate com
pre~sion with pore ·spaces 45-55% (See Figs •. 6-~). 

(4) Oregon, Cascade Province: rock has ·strcr.g com
paction layering '-1.th hollow tube-like pore 
spaces and sane suboptical extrem.ely microscopic
sired. dusty material (c1a.y1). Porosity is 
65-70% (See Figs·S,9) •. 

(5) Greek Type nHtr shows extre.ms compaction along 
with tubular openings which seem to be: partly 
interconnected. Pores are 60-65% (See Figs. 10 .. 11). 

(6) Equadorian TyPe ifF" has ~rong ccnpa.ction and nOW' 
lines with hollow tubular pore spaces varyingly 
connected. Pore spaces are 70% (See Frgs. 12,13). 

(7) Greek Type "B" has 65-75% pore spaces and simllar 
to Williams Site B rock the openings are not 
canpressed and are sanewhat connected. Canbination 
of the high porosity-and the sub-optical dust-like 
material lowers the quality of the rock (See Figs. 

.. 14,15). 

(8) Turkish Type ttDu has moderate cariPa.ction with large' 
oval to crudely circu.1a.r pore spa.ces. Porosity 
varies 69-70% (See Figs. 16,17) • 

(9) Both Mexico Ag\,9-\inite and Mexico AS}{lJray ha.ve very 
high porosity of 75--SCf/, and mcxiera.te to moderatelY 
strong compaction.(See Figs 18,19 and Figs. 20.21, 
respecti vely) 
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TABlE 1 - INDEX OF RE..~CTIa{ AND WEIGHT PER eDIT 
OF' 5102 OF THE PUHICE ROC[ SAMPIl!:S. 

SAMPLE IDDITIFICATION INDEX .Q!: REFRACTION Wl'. % 8102 

WllllAMS Sn'E B ••••••••••• 1.502 - 1.506 • •••• 69-70 

WILLllHS SI'l"E A ••••••••••• 1.498', ••••• 71.5 

TUFFLITE •••••••••••••••••• 1.498 - 1.502 ••••• 70 - 71.5 

OREnCN, CASCADE PROVlNCE ••• 1.502 ••••• 70 

GREEA TYPE ~~ •••••••••••• 1.498 • •••• 71.5 

~u ADORI.A.N TYPE It F't •••••••• 1.49S - 1.502 ••••• 70 - 71.5 

G REXt TYPE 1t}31t •••••••••••• 1.502 ••••• 70 

TURIISH TYPE nDrt" •••••••••• 1.498 - 1.502 ••••• 70 - 71.5 

MEXICO J.S~ - WHITE •••••••• 1. 500 - 1.502 ••••• 70 - 71 

MEXICO AS} - GRAY' ' ••••••••• 1.502' ••••• 70 

-.-
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TABLE 2. COMPLETE ANALYSES Of OXIDES IN WEIGHT PERCENT, SOUTHWEST MAP AREA 

"-J 

" 

Sample SI0
2 No. 

AI 20, 1 Fe20, feO MgO 22' 233 CeO Na20 K20 H20 TI02 P205 MnO CO2 Tote I 

0301 46.34 17.83 11.78 0.00 7.45 10.43 3.07 0.86 0.00 1.26 0.39 0.16 0.00 99.57 
0305 47.13 14.87 10.99 0.00 11.11 10.13 2.69 0.84 0.00 1.46 0.31 0.16 0.00 99.69 
1101 45.14 16.94 13.11 0.00 7.61 10.59 3.28 1.11 0.00 ·2.44 0.69 0.00 0.00 100.91 
IIOIA 52.23 17.59 9.9b 0.00 3.96 7.02 4.39 1.87 0.00 1.65 0.78 0.00 0.00 99.39 
11018 47.93 17.60 11.44 0.00 5.76 9.71 3.73 1.46 0.00 1.70 0.70 0.00 0.00 100.03 
1102 45.42 16.80 12.80 0.00 7.08 10.48 3.10 1.15 0.00 2.42 0.69 0.19 0.00 100.13 
1103 53.30 14.29 8.02 0.00 7.11 7.89 3.32 2.01 0.00 1.21 0.52 0.15 0.00 97.82 
1104 47.57 16.69 12.04 0.00 7.09 8.34 3.59 1.25 0.00 2.43 0.53 0.17 0.00 99.70 
1105 49.84 16.88 10.51 0.00 6.04 8.59 3.64 1.34 0.00 1.82 0.58 0.15 0.00 99.39 
1110 47.45 17.24 8.31 2.71 5.11 9.71 3.36 1.26 1.37 1.78 0.72 0.17 1.10 100.29 
IIIOA 54.88 15.16 7.84 0.00 4.97 8.15 3.58 2.11 0.00 1.20 0.53 0.14 0.00 98.56 

11106 48.83 17.97 11.66 0.00 
1111 48.57 17.68 11.56 0.00 
1122 59.51 17.28 5.50 1.40 
112] 46.80 16.]8 12.00 0.00 
112]A 47.65 17.15 11.87 0.00 
11]5 45.60 15.80 3.80 6.83 
1136 45.78 14.41 11.68 0.00 
1136A 49.55 16.61 11.31 0.00 
1201 45.15 17.33 11.06 0.00 
1202 63.43 15.77 4.07 0.00 
1203' 6].99 14.13 1.46 2.44 

120]A 65.5715.50 1.812.09 
1204 
1206 
1207 
1208 
1209 
1209A 
1209B 
1209C 
1212 

57.55 16.83 
60.67 17.08 
53.97 16.00 
64.64 15.66 
62.74 16.69 
63.20 16.58 
64.11 16.37 
46.50 17.49 
45.7B lB.11 

3.72 4.48 
3.38 2.37 
4.56 3.63 
1.83 2.45 
2.64 1.73 
1.89 2.60 
2.86 1.60 
3.93 5.86 

10.93 0.00 
1215 48.75 17.34 10.41 0.00 
1215A 45.23 17.01 11.59 0.00 

5.65 9.22 2.89 1.39 0.00 1.76 0.71 0.18 0.00 100.26 
4.94 9.34 3.22 1.43 0.00 1.72 0.73 0.16 0.00 99.35 
1.02 3.90 5.79 2.40 0.95 1.04 0.70 0.13 0.12 99.74 
7.71 11.15 3.10 1.10 0.00 1.90 0.61 0.00 0.00.100.15 
5.59 10.92 3.36 1.42 0.00 1.64 0.69 0.00 0.00 100.29 
7.41 11.95 3.05 .1.20 0.51 1.62 0.82 ·0.19 0.26- 99.10 
9.33 14.12 2.06 0.56 0.00 1.22 0.70 0.00 0.00 99.86 
6.24 8.41 3.75 1.42 0.00 1.99 0.60 0.00 0.00 99.88 
6.72 12.24 2.37 1.26 0.00 1.79 0.66 0.18 0.00 98.16 
1.33 3.58 4.04 2.85 0.00 0.64 0.46 0.08 0.00 96.25 
1.82 3.72 3.19 2.95 4.00 0.66 0.1' 0.08 0.04 99.83 

1.33 
1.97 
1.86 
6.36 
1.60 
1.39 
1.68 
1.44 
5.38 
6.96 
4.96 
7.84 

'.34 4.29 3.30 1.63 0.67 0.18 0.08 0.03 99.82' 
5.10 5.09 2.05 1.06 1.35 0.570.14 0.06 99.97 
4.46 4.24 2.48 1.76 0.93 0.33 0.11 0.06 99.73 
7.47 4.38 1.23' 1.34 1.46 0.10 0.00 0.00 100.50 
3.63 4.10 3.01 2.05 0.76 0.20 0.09 0.07 100.09 
4.14 4.18 2.72 2.06 0.75 0.21 0.09 0.67 100.01 
4.08 4.22 2.92 1.22 0.88 0.19 0.09 0.28 99.83 
4.08 4.45 2.58 1.28 0.15 0.22 O.OB 0.14 .100.02 

10.55 3.20 1.25 I.B3 1.77 0.62 0.17 2.08 100.63 
11.02 '.00 1.08 0.00 t~86 0." 0.17 0.00 99.42 
8.97 3.94 1.63 0.00 r.69 0.51 0.00 0.00 98.20 

12.94 2.80 0.75 0.00 1.66 0.71 0.00 0.00 100.53 

leb. No. Analysts4 

M136987 LE 
M138255 JC 

M131510 lE 
Mlll511 lE 
M131512 lE 
M138224 SK 
MI38223 SK 
M138230 SK 
M138231 SK 
M129291 HE,lE,JT 
M138222 SK 

M138280 JC 
M13828 I JC 
M129289 HE,lE,JT 
MI31484 LE 
M131485 LE 
MI29290 HE,lE,JT 
M131499 LE 
M131500 lE 
M137102 GK 
MI37104 GK 
M129294 HE,lE,JT 

M129327 
M129286 
M129283 
R21 
M129301 
M129292 
M129293 
M12929B 
M129302 
MI'710] 
M131489 
M131492 

HE,LE,JT 
HE,LE,JT 
HE,lE,JT 
RM 
HE,LE,JT 
HE,lE,JT 
HE,lE,JT 
HE,LE,JT 
HE,lE,JT 
GK 
LE 
lE 

!i 
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TABLE 2. COMPLETE ANALYSES OF OXIDES IN WEIGHT PERCENT, SOUTHWEST MAP AREA--Contlnued 

Sample 5102 
No. 

AI 203 
1 Fe203 feO MgO 2, 2 3 233 Cao N~20 K20 H20 TI02 P20 5 "'nO CO2 Totll' 

12158 68.91 16.91 2.19 0.03 0.49 3.38 5.55 1.21 0.51· 0.21 0.06 0.03 0.08 99.80 
1215C 41.83 15.22 4.68 5.61 1.13 11.11 3.00 0.88 1.43 1.66 0.40 0.16 0.10 99.93 
12150 41.19 5.12 11.09 0.00 28.19 6.33 0.64 0.01 0.00 0.59 0.03 0.18 0.00 100.51 
1215E 41.25 8.30 11.20 0.00 11.81 8.29 1.21 0.10 0.00 1.21 0.02 0.19 0.00 95.64 
1215F 45.33 1.20 11.93 0.00 13.91 15.13 1.12 0.03 0.00 1.19 0.00 0.21 0.00 96.11 
1215G 41.69 5.85 1.38 0.00 15.94 18.10 0.86 0.05 0.00 0.14 0.08 0.16 0.00 91.45 
1216 43.89 13.14 1.99 8.62 8.81 14.69 2.29 0.45 1.48 1.51 0.61 0.19 1.54 99.93 
1216A 44.80 14.95 11.42 0.00 10.41 13.30 2.19 1.08 0.00 1.45 0.86 0.00 0.00 101.12 
12168 45.00 13.10 11.60 0.00 9.34 15.60 2.06 0.44 0.54 1.52 0.69 0.22 0.00 100.11 
1211 64.48 16.34 3.16 1.31 1.55 3.88 4.65 2.68 0.10 0.83 0.11 0.08 0.10 99.93 

(~21jA~ 63.33 16.08 1.80 2.17 1.49 3.63 4.44 2.72 3.08 0.10 0.17 0.08 0.01 99.16 

1211B 65.90 15.80 2.80·,.41 1.60 3.90 4.20 2.60 0.90.0.69 0.20 0.06 0.02 100.14 
1211C 66.50 15.40 3.50 0.52 1.30. 3.20 4.30 2.90 0.12 0.69.0.11 0.06 0.01 99.21 
1218 65.99 16.14 2.28 1.84 1.41 3~51 4.13 2.90 0.82 0.68 0.15 0.00 0.00 100.51 
12188 64.93 15.59 2.20 1.84 1.51 3.86 4.36 2.83 1.52 0.13 0.11 0.08 0.09 99.11 
121BC 55.54 12.40 3.38 4.16 6.88 1.16. 3.34 2.13 0.84 1.62 0.40 0.13 0.09 99.81 
12180 69.69 13.62 3.11 0.00 0.83 1.98 3.99 3.95 0.00 0.41 0.12 0.08 .0.00 91.84 
1218E 70.60 13.86 2.88 0.00 0.13 1.91 3.94 4.28 0.00 0.41 0.12 0.08 0.00 98.81 
1218F 48.15 16.16 11.36 0.00 6.38 10.28 3.35 0.98 0.00 1.11 0.39 0.11 0.00 99.53 
1220, 64.63 15.85 2.84 1.34 1.64 3.18 3.95 3.26 1.16 0.70 0.17 0.08 0.05 100.05 
1221 65.11 15.22 2.02 1.77 1.51 3.57 4.33 2.87 1.60 0.66 0.15 0.08 0.17 99.66 
1221A 41.83 2.59 2.03 1.89 30.47 6.54 0.50 0.05 0.00 0.48 0.02 0.18 0.05 97.19 

1221B 52.40 18.66 10.28 0.00 
1221C 49.11 16.91 11.16 0.00 
1222' 46.90 15.90 11.10 0.00 
1223 51.80 18.00 10.55 0.00 
1224 52.94 15.02 9.5' 0.00 
1224A 53.71 18.05 9.91 0.00 
1226 50.38 16.68 9.35 0.00 
1226A 50.20 17.38 11.66 0.00 
1221 52.59 16.00· 9.46 0.00 
1227A 49.13· 11.28 11.18 0.00 
1221B 46.61 16.45 11.18 0.00 

1229 52.86 18.91 9.97 0.00 

4.67 7.66 3.89 1.18 0.00 1.61 0.28 0.00 0.00 100.63 
1.06 10.85 3.29 1.10 0.00 1.58 0.43 0.00 0.00 101.55 
8.94 11.20 2.83 0.88 0.00 1.91 0.41 0.18 0.00 100.91 
2.84 5.96 4.15 1.13 0.00 1.93 0.65 0.15 0.00 98.36 
6.17 8.11 3.56 1.64 0.00 1.63 0.44 0.00 0.00 99.10 
2.75 5.98 4.80 1.16 0.00' 1.18 0.13 0.14 0.00 99.67 
6.43 10.11 3.62 1.67 0.00 1.63 0.46 0.00 0.00 100.33 
6.23 8.42 3.93 1.04 0.00 1.82 0.45 0.00' 0.00 101.13 
5.32 9.18 3.71 2.08 0.00 1.44 0.61 0.00 0.00 100.45 
5.31 8.46 3.13 1.58 0.00 2.01 0.51 0.00 0.00 99.85 
8.72 11.11 2.92 0.79 0.00 1.90 0.36 0.00 0.00 101.24 

4.91 7.91 3.86 1.20 0.00 1.56 0.28 0.00 0.00 101.46 

lllb. No. Anlllysts4 

M131382 f.tV,SN 
M131383 f.tV .. SN 
M133119 lE 
M133120 lE 
M133121 lE 
.. 133122 lE 
M129291 HE,lE,JT 
MI31493 lE 
0235644 JW,JTG,JB 
M129299 HE,lE,JT 
M129300 HE,lE,JT 

W188015 
W188081 
R12 
M129284 
... 131434 
M131529 
M131530 
M131528 
"'129281 
M129295 
M129296 

... 131486 
M131494 
0235645 
... 131109 
M131498 
... 1:51080 
M131505 
M131506 
M131495 
M131496 
M131501 
Jot131508 

lA 
lA 
HR 
HE,lE,JT 
f.tV,BK,PK 
MV,BK 
MV,BK 
MV,BK 
HE,lE,JT 
HE,lE,JT 
HE,lE,JT 

lE 
lE 
JW,JTG,JB 
GK 
lE 
lE 
lE 
lE 
lE 
lE 
lE 
lE 
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INTRODUCTION 

The physical properties of the pumices tested from Bill Williams Mountain, Arizona and 

Copar, New Mexico are compared to pumices ,tested from the u.s. (California, New Mexico, 

Arizona), Mexico, Guatemala, Ecuador, Indonesia, and Turkey. The results are shown below. 

SURFACE FINES 

Surface fines from 103 tested pumices range from 0.1 to 19.8%; the average is 4.3%. The 

Bill Williams and Copar samples contain very small amounts of fines averaging only 0.8 (BWM), 

0.3 (BWM-MP),and 0.5 (Copar) (see Fig. 1). 

ABRASION LOSS 

The loss of weight, during 30 minutes of tumbling, for SO pumice samples, is given in Table 

1. Abrasion losses range from 1.4 to 9.0%, the average value is 4.6%. The Bill Williams Mountain 

pumices occur at the lower end of the group (20 and 2.6%). The softer Copar pumice shows a 

loss of 6.5% (Table 1). 

HARDNESS 

Hardness can be defined as the relative resistance of a substance to scratching, denting, 

or penetration. The hardness values reported in this study represent penetration depth of a steel 

blade on the surface of the pumice. The larger the penetration depth (in mm's), the softer the 

pumice. 

1 
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FIG. l' pmltcE SURFACE FINES ( 101 Samples) 

Range a 0.1 to 19.8Z; Average a 4.31 

Bill Williams Mountain pumice = 0.75% 
Bill Willaims Mountain, t100dy Pit pumice = 0.3% 
Copar pumice = 0.5% 

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 

PERCENTAGE SURFACE FINES 

+ 19.8% 

10.0 '2.0~ 
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Table 1. Pumice Abrasion Loss 

Pumice SampJes Range (% Loss) Average (% Loss) 

California A 6 0.8-2.0 1.4 

Indonesia 3 1.4-1~ 1.6 
Bmf-MP 1 2.0 
Guatemala 2 1.1-2.3 2.0 
New Mexico 2 2.1-2.7 2.4 
Turkey 5 1.5-3.3 2.5 
Mexico A 5 2.3-2.9 2.6 
BWM 2 1.9-3.3 2.6 
Mexico B 7 2.6-6.2 4.2 
Ecuador A 8 2.4-6.6 4.4 

~ 1 6.5 
Ecuador B 3 5.0-10.9 7.2 
California B 7 5.3-11.9 8.7 
Ecuador C ~ 5.3-13.2 2:Q 

50 Ave. = 4.6 

All three samples tested are hard to moderately hard (BWN = 1. 1, hard; Copar = 

1.2, hard; and Copar = 1.4, moderately hard) (Table 2) • 

DENSITY 

The true density of pumice is about 2.5 g/cm 3; but because of its cellular structure, it has 
: 

an apparent density of less than 1.0 g/cm 3. 

The BWM pumice has the highest· density tested, 0.92 g/em 3, BWM-MPthe lowest, O.5S 

glem 3, and Copar is about average at 0.75 g/em:l (Table 3). 

3 
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Table 2. Pumice Hardness 
(penetration In mm) 

Pumice Samples Ran2e (mm) Average (mm) 

Turkey 5 0.7-1.0 . 1.6 

Mexico A 11 0.6-1.0 . 1.0 

New Mexico 6 0.8-1.5 1.0 

California A 6 0.9-1.2 1.1 

BWM 2 1.0-1.1 1.1 

Arizona 3 0.9-1.3 1.1 

Copar 1 1.2 

BWM-MP 1 1.4 

Mexico B 4 1.3-1.8 1.6 

Guatemala 2 1.5-1.6 1.6 

Indonesia 3 1.4-1.8 1.6 

Ecuador A 16 0.9-2.7 1.7 

California B 20 0.7-2.7 2.0 

Mexico C 8 1.4-2.7 20 
Ecuador C --.l 2.4-2.7 2.6 

94 Ave. = 1.6 

The· porosity is defined as the volume of voids in a rock divided by the total volume. 

Porosity is determined by measuring the vesicle density from a rock section. The effective porosity 

is measured by the increase in pumice weight from absorption by a pumice fragment submerged 
. mi,wm . 

in water for a period of five~o~~ (Table 4). The Copar and BWM-MPsamples are a littleabove 

average in porosity, i.e. 27 and 28%, respectively, whereas the BWM pumice has a low porosity 

value of 14% (Table 5). The effective porosity of the three samples display similar results (Table 

4). 
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Table 3. Pumice Density 

Pumice Samples Range (g/cm'r Average (g/em3) 

BWM-MP 2 0.57-0.58 0.58 
Mexico A 8 0.40-0.68 0.81 
Indonesia 3 0.64-0.87 0.85 
Ecuador A 119 0.40-1.14 0.88 
Guatemala A 7 0.50-0.88 0.88 
California A 24 0.52-1.07 0.72 
Ecuador B 14 0.39-0.78 0.73 
ArIzona 5 0.72-0.77 0.74 
Copar 2 0.73-0.77 0.75 
Callfomla B 8 0.48-1.02 0.75 
Ecuador C 11 0.56-1.14 0.76 
Turkey 5 0.73-0.89 0.80 
Guatemala B 3 0.78-0.83 0.81 
New Mexico 7 0.87-1.04 0.81 
Mexico B 21 0.60-1.13 0.84 
Mexico C 2 0.85-0.88 0.87 
BWM ~ 0.66-1.07 0.92 

246 0.39-1.14 Ave. = 0.70 

IMPREGNATION RATE 

The rate of fluid absorption by a pumice fragment is defined as the impregnation rate. 
~.:4 • 

Measured impregnation rates, for five'minute intervals, range from 0.6 to 11.3% weight increase per 

minute. The BWMsample shows the lowest valued measured, 2.3, whereas the Copar and BWM· 

MP samples are ~mewhat above average at 4.5 of 4.7, respectively (Table 6). 

5 
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Pumice 

Mexico A 
BWM 
Turkey 
California A 
Arizona 
California B 
Mexico B 
Guatemala A 
Copar 
BWM-MP 
Guatemala B 
Indonesia 
Mexico C 
Ecuador A 
New Mexico 
Ecuador B 
Ecuador C 

California B 

Mexico A 
BWM 
Arizona 
California A 
Turkey 
Mexico B 
Guatemala 
California B 
Ecuador A 
Ecuador B 
Copar 
~WM-MP 

New Mexico 
Indonesia 
Mexico C 

Table 4. Pumice Effective Porosity 

Samples Range (%) Average (%) 

24 5-21 11 
5 8-17 12 
7 9-24 13 

10 10-33 13 
3 10-21 14 

27 I-SO 14 
4 10-20 15 
3 14-19 16 
2 15·29 22 
2 18-28 23 
9 18-43 24 
3 21·33 2S 
8 15·35 2S 

113 8-56 27 
7 17·37 27 

14 16-38 30 

-2 15-52 35 
250 1-56 Ave. =23 

Table 5. Pumice Porosity and Ves/cle Size 

Samples Vesicle (mm) Range (%) Average (~) 

2 0.27 6-14 10 
2 0.30 9-18 14 
1 0.15 15 

13 0.23 4-27 16 
1 0.20 16 
5 0.19 5-24 16 

3 0.30 15-19 17 
S 0.22 14-28 21 
2 0.35 16-32 24 
2 0.45 21-29 2S 
2 0.40 22-31 27 
2 0.20 27-29 28 
4 0.40 26-34 30 
3 0.50 28-33 31 
~ 0.50 21-48 38 
60 0.15-0.50 4-48 Ave. = 24 
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Table 6. Pumice Impregnation Rate 
(% wt. Increase/min for 5 minutes) 

Pumice Samples Range (% wt.tmin.) Average (% wt./min.) 

BWM 5 1..6-3.5 2.3 
Mexico A 45 0.7-4.2 2.4 
California A 36 0.8-6.2 2.5 
California B 10 0.6-5.5 2.6 
Mexico B 4 2.0-3.0 2.6 
Arizona 5 2.8-4.3 3.0 
Turkey 5 1.6-4.7 3.2 
Guatemala 3 2.7-3.8 3.2 
Copar 2 3.1-5.9 4.5 
BWM-MP 2 3.7-5.6 4.7 
Mexico C 11 1.9-7.0 4.7 
Indonesia 3 4.1-6.7 5.0 
New Mexico 7 3.4-7.5 5.3 
Ecuador A 38 2.2·11.3 6.3 
Ecuador B 8 4.7·7.5 6.5 
Ecuador C ....4 S.9·7.S 6.8 

188 0.6-11.3 Ave. = 3.9 

SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL PROPERTY 

In order to determine the uniqueness of the Bill Williams·Copar pumices, based upon 

physical properties, pumices from all occurrences were ranked according to density, hardness, 

abrasion loss, effective porosity, and impregnation rate values (1 = most desireable, 15 = least 

desireable). A finaI value was thus calculated by averaging the rankings of all the above 

properties. The overall rankings in Table 7 do not necessarily represent the "best· pumice, because 

there is no "best· pumice, one that produces all the styles desired in add and stone washing. The 

rankings were merely calculated to determine if any of the pumices "stand apart from the group· 

or are unique, based upon their physical properties. 

7 
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TABLE'. Summary of Pumice Physical Properties 
(1 = most desireable; 15 = least 
desireable; • = no abrasion loss data 
available) 

Total 
Pumice Points Average Rank 

Indonesia 20 4.0 1 
Ecuador A 24 4.8 2 

BWM·MP 26 5.2 3 
Ecuador B 26 5.2 3 
Guatemala 28 5.6 5 
Ecuador C 28 S.6 5 

New Mexico 37 7.4 7 
California A 4S 9.0 8 
Copar 46 9.2 9 
California B 48 9.6 10 
Arizona 41- 10.3 11 
Mexico B S2 10.4 12 

Mexico A 53 10.6 13 
Turkey 55 11.0 14 
BWM 66 13.2 15 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Bill Williams Mountain pumice ranks last compared to other tested samples. Its very 

high density (most samples do not float in water), high hardness, and low porosity make it appear 

undesirable for jeans washing. It could be considered unique, but uniquely poor • 

The Copar pumice is not unique but is in the average category compared to other tested 

pumice. Its high abrasion loss during tumbling is a major negative factor. 

8 



The most promising pumice for jeans washing Is the pumice from the Moody pit at Bill 

Williams Mountain. While it is not unique among pumices, it ranks high based upon its low 

density, moderate porosity. and low abrasion loss. 

Finally, it should be pOinted out that my conclusions are based only on the samples that 

I have tested. It Is assumed that they are representative of each individual deposit. 

9 
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January 26, 1990 

To: U.S. Department of Agriculture 
Forest Service, Arizona Zone 
2324 E. McDowell Road 
Phoenix, Arizona 85006 
ATIN: Robin Strathy 

Re: Physical Properties of Bill Williams Mountain and Copar Pumices, i.e. Bill Williams Mountain 
·2026 (BWM-2026), Bill Williams Mountain • 2029 (BWM-2029), Bill Williams Mountain, 
Moody Pit (BWM-MP),and Copar (C) 

I. Surface Fmes (%): 
a. BWM-2026 = 0.1 c. BWM-MP= 0.3 
b. BWM-2029 = 1.4 d. C = 0.5 

D. Abrasion Loss (%): 
a. BWM-2026 = 3.3 c. BWM-MP= 2.0 
b. BWM-2029 = 1.9 d. C = 6.5 

III. Hardness (mm): 
8. BWM-2026 = 1.0 Co BWM-MP= 1.4 
b. BWM·2029 = 1.1 d. C = 1.2 

IV. Density Wcm '): 
8. BWM·2026 = 0.98 c. BWM-MP = 0.58 
b. BWld-2029 = 0.88 d. C = 0.7S 

v. Effective Porosity (%): 
8. BWld-2026 = 11.1 c. BWM-MP = 23.1 
b. BWM-2029 = 126 d. C = 22.3 

VI. Porosity (%): 
a. BWM-2026 = 9 c. BWM·MP= 28 
b. BWM-2029 = 1.8 d. C = 27 
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Forest Service 
January 26, 1990 
Page 2 

VII. Impregnation Rate (g.!min.): 
a. BWM·2026 = 2.1 c. BWM·MP = 4.7' 
b. BWM·2029 = 2.5 d. C = 4.5 

VIII. Vesicle Size (nun): 
a. BWM·2026 = 0.3 c. BWM·MP = 0.2 
b. BWM-2029 = 0.3' d. C = 0.4 

IX. Surface Coloration 
8. BWM·2026 = light to medium gray with black mafic and feldspar crystals; 2·5% 

iron oxides 
b. BWM·2029 I: medium gray with 5-10% black mafic: and feldspar crystals 
c. BWM·MP = white to light gray; up to 2% iron oxide stain 
d. C = light tan, 3-4% small black mafic crystals 



HOFFER and rlOF .. -ER 
Consulting Geologists 

Mineral exploration and evaluation 

Robin L. HOFFER. D.G.S. 
8200 Antero Place 
El Paso, Texas 79904 

Jerry M. HOFFER. Ph.D. 
Business (915) 751·3479 
Home (915) 755-3268 

August 22, 1989 

CLASSIFICATION OF PUMICE FOR CLOTH WASHING. BASED UPON PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

I. Surface Fines: 

A. Excellent • < 1.7% 
B. Acceptable = 1.8 - 2.9% 
c. Poor = ) 3.0% 

II. Abrasion (10·ss of weight from tumbling for 30 minutes): 

A. High = < 2.0% 
B. Medium = 2.0 - 5.0% 
C. Low =) 5.0% 

III. Hardness (penetration, mm): 

A. Hard 
B. Hed. Hard 
C. Medium 
D. Med. Soft 
E. Soft 

IV. Density (g/cm3): 

= < 1.0 
= 1.0 - 1.4 
= 1.5 - 1.7 
= 1.8 - 2.0 
= ) 2.0 

A. Very High =) 1.0 
B. High. = 0.85 - 1.00 
C. Medium = 0.60 - 0.84 
D. Low = 0.40 - 0.59 
E. Very low = < 0.39 

v. Effective Porosity (immersion in water,S minutes): 

A. Low • = ( 15% 
B. Average = 15 - 25% 
C. High =) 25% 
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VI. Porosity (percentage of connected vesicles): 

A. Low • < 10% 
B. Moderate· 11 - 20% 
c. High • ) 20% 

VII. Impregnation Rate (percent fluid weight absorbed per minute): 

A. Slow • < 2.0% 
B •. Moderate = 2.0 - 3.5% 
C. Rapid • 3.6 - 5.5% 
D. Very Rapid: ) 5.5% 

VIII. Vesicle Size: 

A: Sma 11 (1 ow permeab i 1 i ty) • ( O. 2mm 
B. Moderate : 0.2 - 0.6mm 
C. Large( hi permeability) = ) O.6mm 

IX. Surface Coloration: 

A. Poor : Qreater than 5% iron oxide stain 
B. Acceptable : 2 - 5% iron oxide stain 
c. Good : less than 2% iron oxide stain 

..... _. 

Pumice 
August 22. 1989 
page 2 
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ONIl'!D STAnS 
v. 

PAUL M. 'mOMAS !T Al. 

I!LA 70-46 Decided 
JAN 12 1971 

--------------------
~~ning Claims: Common Varieties of Minerals: eenerally--Mining 

ClaUs: Discovery: Marketabil1 ty 

To satisfy the requirenent~ for discovery on a placer mining 
cl~ located for a cammon variety of pumiceous material before 

·July 23, 1955, it must be shown that the exposed material could 
have been removed and marketed at a profit au that .. date, as 
well as at the present time; where such a showi.ng is not mad., 
the claim is properly declared null and void. 

!fining Claim.t: Ca:mcn Varieties of Mineral.s: Marketability· 

Where 1 t &l'pears that some material was removed from a mining 
claim and marketed prior to July 23, 1955. but it also appears 
that the market for such material terminated before that date, 
and where there is no posi ti VI! evidence of the removal there-' 
after of my significant quantity of material from the claim 
for purposes other than fill material. it is properly c011cluded 
that the material vas not marketable on July 23, 1955. 

Mining Cl~: Common Varieties of Minerals: Special Value-
Mining Claims: Ccmmw Vcttietiea of Minerals: Unique Property 

!he fact that pumiceous material may occur in nature in pieces 
having oue dimension of two inches or more does not, by itself, 
establish that t."le material is ''block pumice" which 1s excluded 
by statute from the category of common varieties of pumice. 

Mining Claims: Common Varieties of Minerw: Spedal Valu_H:1ning 
Claims: Common Varieties of Minera1a: Uaiqua Proper~ 

To determine whether a deposit of pumiceoua material 1s a ~ 
variety, there mUS1: be a comparison of the material in that 
deposit with other sim11ar-type materials in order to ascertain 
whether the material hu a prot>erty giving it a d1.tinet and 
special value; where the material ean be uaed for purposes for 
vhich common varieties of other materials can be Isubatitvted, cd 
vhere it is not shown that it has CJ:'f advantage over auch lubati
tute materials which is reflected in a bigher price in the market 
place, it is properly 'determined that the material is a ca.mmon 
variety not subject ~o location under the mining laws of the 
United .~tates after July 23, 1955. 
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on .E OF HE;ARINGS AND APPkLS 

INTERIOR BOARD OF LAND APPEALS 
+Ol~ WILSON aouUVAll..O 

AlU..lNOTON, V'IllOINlA mo3 

lELA 70-46 Arizona Contest No. 
033071 

UNIrED STATES Patent applicati~ 
rejected and placer 
mining claims declared 
null and void 

v. 
PAUL M.' 'IHOMAS E'l' AL. 

Affirmed 

DECISION 

Paul M. Thomas, Gilbert E. OLson and Ida L. Thomas, 
~~ecutrix of the estate of Roger C. Thomas, have appealed to the 
Secretary of the In:erior from a decision dated March 21, 1969, 
whe~eby the Office of Appeals and Hearings, Bureau of Land Manage
ment, affirmed a decision of a,hearing.examiner rejecting their' 
application, Arizona 033071, for patent to the Bill Williams No.4, 
Aluminum Oxide Nos. 1, 2, and 4, and a part of the Aluminum 
Oxide No.7 '(amd.), placer mining claims and declaring the 
claims to be null and void. 

Appellants' claims were located during the period' 
September 19, 1947, to September 8, 1954 (Exs. 24, 25). They are 
situa:ed approximately 1-3/~ to 3 miles south of Williams, 
'~izona, and emb-race lands in sees. 9, 15 and 16, T. 21 N., R. 2 
E., G. &S. R.M., Kaibab Natioual Forest, Coconino County, Arizona. 
According to appellants' patent application, filed on November 7, 
1963, the claims contain" a valuable deposit of pumice and cinders 
.,hich has been and is being marketed as a m.ine-ral aggregate." 

Upon the recommendation of the Fores t Service, Un! ted 
States Department of Agriculture, a contest compla:int vas filed in 
the Arizona land office on June 8, 1966, on charges that: 

l~ A valid mineral discovery, as required 
by the mining laws of the United States, does not 
ens t wi tM.n the l.imi ts of the Bill Williams P l~cer 
}oof~ning Claim #4, Aluminum Oxide "s l, 2, 4, and 
Aluminum Oxide No.7 (amd.) placer m.1nin~ claims. 

210 



2. The land within the limit. of the said 
placer mining cla~ is noaMineral in character 
vit.hin the mean:Lng of the mining laws. 

I!LA 70-46 

A ~aring was held at Phoenix, Arizona, on February 1, 2, 
3, 6 and 7, 1967. Fra= the evidence developed, the hearing examiner 
found, in a decision dated M&y 21, 1968, that, although most of the 
contestees' witnesses consistently referred to material ~o.ed 
on the cl~ as pumice, the contestant's expert vitness, Robert E. 
Wilson, as well as the contestees' expert witness, George A. Kiersch, 
Chairman of Geological Sciences at Cornell University, described 
the material as "pumiceous material." Since pumiceous material 
is not a true pumice, the hearing examiner said, it cannot be 
classified as "bloc..1.t pumice" which is expressly excepted by 
section 3 of the act of July 23, 1955, as amended, 30 U.S.C. § 611· 
(1964), from the category of common varieties of pumice. He further 
found that deposits of pumiceous materials are of ~despread 
occ~rrence in northern Arizona, that the pumiceous material3 on 
the claims are suitable for many uses, including lightweight aggre
gate, concrete block, precast concrete products, acoustical plaster 
and ~ase course, but that none of the unusual characteristics 
'ascribed to th~ by contestees' witnesses had been shown to render 
the materials suitable for uses over and above the normal uses of 
the general run of such deposits. The fact that production from 
the adjacent patented Aluminum Oxide No. 5 claim was phased out in 
1954, he stated, and that scoria volcanic cinders were used there
aiter in the manuiaceure of concrete, showed clearly that cinders 
could ~e substituted for pumiceous material in such products. He 
concluded that the pumiceous material.s on the ~aims are of a 
common variety, not subjectftto mining location after July 23, 1955, 
and i~ order to establish the validity of the claims, the deposits 
on the claims must be shawn to have been marketable prior to that 
date. 

The hearing examiner found the testimony of the Govern
!:lent's "'-iQess, Wilson, that: no cinders had been removed f=om the 
clai=ls, to be' unrefuted by specific evidence. He cUso deter:nined 
that significant amounts of material had been removed from only 
tT.Jo places-thOe "!12.ssey pit" on the Aluminuc Oxide No. 1 clai:n and 
the "pumice pi trt in the extreme Ilortheas t corner of the AlUttinum 
Oxide No.4 claim. There was no positive evidence, he.found, of 
the use of any significant portion of the material removed from 
the ~assey pit after 1954 in the manufacture of concrete or for 
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any purpose other than as fiU.lI Nor did he find evidence of 
removal, aftar that time, of pumiceous aggregate, the bulk of 
which had been supplied from the patented Aluminum Oxide No. , rather 
than from the cantu ted claims. The market which previously had 
e%isted, the hearing axaminer found, was supplied after 1954 frOM 
other cinder deposits in northern Arizona. Fr~ these findings he 
concluded that the deposits were not marketable on July 23, 1955, 
and declared the cl~ null and void for lack of a valid dis
covery.)) 

The Office of Appeals and Hearings concurred in the 
findings of the hea:ing examiner, rejecting arguments raised- by 
appellants before the Director, Bureau of Land Management, that 
the hearing examiner had erred in applying the ac~ of July 23, 
1955, and tha~ the proceedings before the hearing examiner had 
been so onerous and unfair as to deprive the contestees of due 
process of law. 

In appealing to the Sec=etary appellants argue, in sub
stance, that: 

(1) All of the contested mining claims were located 
before July 23, 1955, and there is, therefore, no requirement that 
the mineral deposits on the clai~ be other ~~an c~on varieties 
in order to constitute a valid discovery; 

1/ Material whicl:: is valuable primarily for fill use 
has never qualified as a mineral subject to location under the 
mining laws. United States v. George ~. Black, 64 I.D. 93 (1957), 
and cases cited; United States v. E. A. Barrows and Esther Barr~s, 
76 I.D. 299 (1969), aff'd, Esther Barrows v. Walter J. Hickel, 
Civil No. 70-215-F, in the United States District Court for the 
Central Dist=ict of California (April 20, 1970), a~~eal docketed, 
No. 25944, 9th eir., May 6, 1970. 

1/ The hearing examiner also found that Public Land 
Order No. 3417 of July 30, 1963 (Ex. 1), withdr~ the lands 
embraced in the Aluminum Oxide Nos. 4 and 7 claims and the north 
half of the AlU!:linum Oxide No. 2 clai::l from mining entry as of 
July 29, 1955, the date on which the application for wi"th'drawal 
was filed in the Arizona land.office. The fact of the withdrawal 
is inconsequential unless the validity of those claims rests 
upon a discovery of an otherwise-locatable mineral after July 23," 
1955. 
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(2) The pumice on the claims is "block· pumice" which is 
expreasly excluded fro: the category of common varietie~ of pumice; 

(3) The mineral deposits an the claims have properties 
which give them a "distinct and special value" which removes them 
from the category of c~n varieties; 

(4) The evidence shows continued aarketability and pro
duction of material fr~ the claims prior to, during and subsequent 
to July 23, 1955; and 

(5) The decisions of the hearing ex~ner and the Office 
of Appeals and Hearings are not supported by the evidence and are, 
therefore, a denial of administrative due process to appellants •. 

In challenging the applicability of the act of July 23, 
1955, to mini~g claims located prior to that date, appellants 
asse:-t that the legislative history of section 3 of the act "clearly 
sho~s that the Congress had no intention of changing the mining 
1~ of the United States so as to affect rights under existing 
valid mining c.laiI:l.S." (E:nphasis added.) We have no quarrel wi th 
appellants over that assertion. However, appellants assuce one of 
the critical facts in issue, ~., the validity of the cla~ on 
July 23, 1955. 

Appellants' contention is one which has been urged and 
rejected many times. In United States v. Charles R. Een:-ikson and 
Oliver~. Henrikson, 70 I.D. 212 (1963), aff'd,.Renrikson v. Udall, 
350 F.2d 949 (9th Cir. 1965) .. , ~. denied, 380 u.s. 940 (1966), 
as well as in numerous other decisions (see, !.:.K., United States v. 
Kenne~~ Y. ~d Geor~e A. Carlile, 67 I.D. 417 (1960); United States 
v. :isher Cont:-actin~ Campanv, A-28779 (August 21, 1962); United 
States v. Wil1i~ M. Hinde et al., A-30634 (July 9, 1968); United 
Sta~es v. E. A. Bar=ows and Esther Bar~~s, su~ra, n. 1), the 
Dep~r~ent has held the validity of a mining claim located prior 
to July 23, ~955, for a common variety of sand, gravel or other 
material specified i~ the ac: of that date can be established only 
by showing the requir~ents of a discovery were satisfied before 
the date of the act. Those requirements include a sh~ng that 
the material on a claim could have been profitably mined and 
~arketed on that date. United States v. Alfred Coleman, A-2a557 
(~rch 27, 1962), aff'd, United States v. Coleman, 390 U. S. 599 
(1968). 
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Appellants' att~pt to avoid the consequences of the 
ruling in the Henrikson case, 8U1Ora, by arguing that, although the 
Department's decision was affirmed by the United States District 
Court for the Northern District of California in Henrikson v. Udall, 
229 F. Supp. 510 (1964), the court "clearly did not affirm the 
Secretary's erroneous application of 30 U.S.C. to mining claims 
located prior to the 1955 Act." 

Appellants' position is untenable. The Henrikson case, 
also, involved the determi~ation of the validity of a mining claim 
located prior to July 23, 1955, for a material (sand and gravel) , 
of common variety. The primary distinction between that case and 
t~e one before us lies in the fact that, whereas in this case there 
is a question with respect to the marketability of the material on 
the claims on July 23, 1955, in Henrikson the question was whether 
sufficient work had been done by that date to ascertain the 
existence of sand'and gravel in sufficient quantity to constitute" 
a valuable mineral deposit. The Depar~ent's determination in the 
Eenr:'kson case that the claim was inv.alid could be sus ta:f.ned only 
upon acceptance of the premise that the location of a mining claim 
for a deposit of a common variety of sand" gravel or other mineral 
naoed in the 1955 act, unperfected by a 'discovery prior to the 
date of the act, established no rights against the United States. 
Accordingly, appellants were properly required to de:!llonstrate a 
discovery on eac:.i. of the contested claims prior to July 23, 1955', 
if the materials found thereon are common varieties of pumice, 
c~nders or other material. 

If the materials on appellants' claims are not "coumon 
varieties," of course, the 9ignificance of a discovery before 
July 23, 1955, is ~aterial. However, it must be shown, in any 
event, that there was a valid discovery on each claim at the time 
of the application for patent. That is, irrespective of the date 
on t,.;hich a dis cove:: may have been made , the cl~ are nOW' 
invalid if, because of exhaustion of the deposits, a change in 
economic conditions, cessation of a market for the material, or 
some other equally cogent factor, the value of the minerals will 
not jus~ify further expenditures for the development of a mine. 
See, ~., Best v. Humboldt Placer Mining Co., 371 U.S. 334 (196~); 
.~ams v. United States, 318 F.2d 861 (9th Cir. 1963); Mulkern v. 
Hacmitt, 326 F.2d 896 (9th eire 1964); United States v. R. W. 
win~:ield, A-30642 (:ebr~ary 17, 1967); United States v. Evelyn M. 
Kiggins et al., A-30827 (July 12, 1968); United States v .. Warren E. 
wurts and J~es E. Ra~on, 76 I.D. 6 (1969). 
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We ncte at this point th&t it was not alleged in the con
test complaint tnat the materia1a found on appellants' claims were 
"common varieties. f1 NQr va.s it expressly charged that a discovery 
had nGe bean made prier t. July 23, 1955. It appears, in fact, 
that the contestants' basic pr~ses in contesting the claims were 
that the materials for which the claims were alleged to be valuable 
do not occur in sufficient quantity to sustain a commercial operation 
and the materials cannot now be produced and sold at a profit (~ 
!r. 27-28). 

,Without making any findings with respect to the quantiey 
of the mineral materials present on the claics or their present 
marketability, as we have seen, the hearing examiner concluded 
from the evidence that the materials shown to exist are c~on 
variecies for which no market existed on July 23, 1955. This con
clusion is not necessarily incongruous, however. The first charge" 
of the complaint (that a "valid discovery, as required by the mining 
laws of the United States, does not exist" within the limits of the 
claims) could be sustained upon a finding either that (1) "the materials 
found on the claims cannot presently be mined and marketed at a 
profit or (2) ~~e materials are cammon varieties of pumice, or 
ocher substance, for which there was no market an July 23, 1955. 

~e tu~ now to the question of whether or not the materials 
on the cl~ are, in fact, common varieties of pumice, cinders 
or other ~terial r~oved from operation of the mining laws by 
the 1955 act. We do not find it necessa.~ to dete~ne ~ether, 
as the hearing examiner and the Office of Appeals and Hearings 
found, "pumiceous material is not a true pumice." Even if 'We 
asstQe that there is no clea.r distinction betyeen "pU!Ilice" and 
~ceous material," it does not necessarily follov that pumiceous 
material occurring in nature i~ pieces having one d~ension of ewo 
inches or more is "block. pumice. "1/ 

1/ !he 1955 act expressly excepts fram-ihe category of 
"common varieties" deposits of "so-called" 'block pumice' which 
occurs in nature in pieces having one dimension of ~_o inches or 
:lore." 30 U. S. c. § 611 (1964). The statute does not define "bloc:.l(. 
pumice." Nor have we found the term in any glossary of technical. 
terms. It seems clear, however, that the drafters of the statute 
cont~lated a material of fairly definite specifications Yhich had 
a rec=gnized use i~ industry.' Thus, in reporting the bill which 
ulti!:lately became.- the ace of July 23, 1955, the House ComI:tittee 
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Aa the decisions below stated, appellants' witness, 
Kiersch, after defining pumice (Ir. 351) and acknowledging that 
many materials are pumiceous but may not necessarily meet a specific 
geologic classification of pumice (,rr. 365), stated that he "would 
prefer" to call material from the claims "pumiceous material" 
(Ir. 366-367). Although other witnesses referred to material fram 
the claim3 as pumice, no witness described any of the material as 
"block pumice." In the absence of competent evidence to that: 
effect, \1e cannot conclude that "block pumice" has been shown to 
exist anywhere on appellants' claims. 

Even if the material is not "block pumice," appellants 
argue, it is an uncommon variety of pumice because of properties 
which give it a distinct and special value. The properties which 
allegedly do this are: 

Fn. cont. 
3/ on Interior and Insular Affairs stated that the clause excluding 
i"iblock pumice" from cOt:::lon varieties of pumice "recognizes a class 
0: pumice having distinct and special properties." H.R. Rep. No. 
730, 84th Cong., 1st Sessa 9 (1955). 

It is reported in Bureau of Mines Bulletin 630, Mineral 
:acts ~~d P~ob1~ (1965), that: 

"Under various conditions pumice competes as a light
weight aggregate Yi:h expanded clays and shales, expanded perlite, 
exfoliated vermiculite, slag, cinders, and diatomite .••• 

"As an abrasive in block font, pumice competes in the 
::larket with brick :!lade from silicon carbide, alumi:lum oxide, and 
nat1.:.ral rock such as tlovacu1i.te and sandstone. 

"Pumice used as a concrete aggregate, railroad balast, 
anc for road sur:aci~g is sold in a low-price market and must com
pete w~th many substitutes. Hence the market area for any 
deposit is limited by t=ansportation costs and the availability 
of competi tive materials. As abrasives, pumice sells at a much. 
higher average unit price; transportation is a ~aller part of 
the total cost, and shipments are made over much greater distances. 
High-quality pumice is imported from foreign sources in crude 
form for processing domestically for abrasive purposes. '.' P. 736 
(ephasis added) •. 

It may reasonably be inferred that· the "block pumice" 
which is not: a common varie~ must be of abrasive grade and the 
term was not intended to enbrace all pumiceous materials occurring 
in nature in pieces having one dimension of ewe inches or more. 
There is no evidence that the material found on appellants' claims 
is marketable as an abrasive. 
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(1) The m.aterial 1a stronger than coumon pumice; 
(2) It i. leas absorbent than common pumice; 
(3) It is more coarse and does not generate fines as 

does common pumice; 
(4) I t can be run through a crushing cycle. wi thout 

powdering; 
(5) It can be used as a lightweight concrete aggregate; 

and 
(6) It has an ex:raordinary insulation quality. 

The Department has held that, in order to dete~ine 
whether or not a deposit of stone, or other material, has a unique 
property whi~~ gives it a distinct and special value, there must 
oe a comparison of the material under consideration with other 
deposits of similar materials. It must then be shown that the 
material under consideration has .ome property which gives it 
value for purposes for which other materials are not suited, or, 
if the material is to be used for the same purposes as other 
materials of c~on occur~ence, that it possesses same property 
which gives it a special value for su~~ u~es, which value is 
reflected by the fact that it commands a higher price in ~~e market 
place. Differences in chemical composition or .physical properties 
are immaterial if they do not result in a distinct economic 
advantage of one material over another. United States v. U. S: 
~nerals Develo~ent Cor~oration, 75 I.D. 127 (1968); United 
Sta~es v. Gene De Zan et a1., A-30636 (July 24, 1968); United States 
v. Alice A. and Car~ie H. Bovle, 76 I.D. 61 (1969), as supplemented, 

_ 76 I.D. 318 (1969). Moreover, the comparison is not limited to 
other deposits of the same material. That is, it may not be 
enough to show that pumice trom a particular deposit can be used 
for pu%,?oses for which ordinary pumice cannot be used. If the 
special use to which it may be adapted is one for which cammon 
varieties of other materials are equally adaptable, and if the 
price cocmanded by ~~e pumice is no greater than that paid for 
other materials, pumice must still be considered a common variety. 
See United States v. No~an Rogers, A-31049 (March 3, 1970). 
Assuming that-material from appellants' claims has all of the 
characteristics attributed to it and the Williams deposits are, 
as indicated by appellants' ~t~ess, Gilbert Olson, the only· 
source of pumice i~ the State of Arizona suitable for the 
m~u£ac:ure of concrete blo~~ (Ir. 101-104), what is the special 
and distinct value derived from these properties? 

As noted, the hearing examiner found the pumiceous materials 
on appellants' cl~ are suitable for a number of. uses. Whether or 
not other pumiceous materials found in Arizona can be used for all 
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the purposes for whi~~ appellants' materials reportedly are adapt
able, it is clear from the record that other materials are. used 
for all of ~~e listed uses. There is, in fact, no evidence that 
material from appellants' claims can be used for any purpose for 
which a common variety of same material is not already being uaed 
or that the material from appellants' claims has aay advantage 
over other materials with which it'must compete. which is reflected 
in the market price which it can bring. Accordi~gly, we cannot 
conclude from the shOW'ing appellants have made that their "pumice" 
has a distinct and s'Pe.cial value. 

Appellants suggest that, if the Secretary is not con
vinced that ~~e pumice from the contested claims commands a higher 
price at the market place than material not having su~~ special 
properties, he should remand t~e case for the development of more 
comple~e and full evidence on this issue. The Secretary has, in 
several recent decisions, remanded cases for the development of 
additional evidence relating to the market price of material where 
the evidence beari~g upon that question was inconclusive. Appel
lants, however, have not off er"ec any evidence that material from 
the~r clai~ c~ds a better price than other materials used 
for the SaI:le purposes. In the absence of an offer of proof, there 
is no reason for f~rther inquiry into the question. 

In support of their contention that the decisions bel~ 
constitute a de!lial of due process, appellants argue that there 
mus: be support i~ the record for a decision. The decisions 
appealed f=om, appellants charge, clearly are not supported in 
the record and are, therefore, a denial of administ=ative due 

"process. 

There can be no doubt t~at an admiriistrative decision 
must have support i~ the record. However, there is an enormous 
~~lf be~~een :he acceptance of that rule" and the conclusion that a 
?a=ticular decision is not supported by the record. Appellants 
have attempted to bridge :hat gulf with a single giant step which 
we are unable to duplicate. 

Having concluded that the provisions of ~~e act of July 23, 
1955, are applicable in this case and the evidence does not estab
lish the uncommon nature of the materials found on appellants' 
cla~, there remains only the question of whether or not the 
deposits were, by vir~ue of the then-existing market, valuable 
mineral deposits on July 23, 1955. 
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C.i.r"eful review of the record ia concluaive that the 
hearing examiner t. factual findings, \ib.ic.h have previowsly been 
set forth, are supported by the evidenca. Those findings justify 
his COtlclu.sion that a discovery, within the meanini of the mining 
laws of the United State.., h..&. not been shown on any of the claims 
in question. Accordingly, the claims were properly declared null 
and void. 

Appellants have petitioned the Secretary to grant an 
opportunity to present oral argument in this matter. They have 
not, however, shOY'O wherein sue:'" argument would serve a useful 
purpose, and the petition is hereby denied. 

Therefore, pursuant to the authority delegated to the 
Board of Land Appeals by the Secretary of the Interior (211 DM 
13.5; 35 F. R. 12081), the decision appealed fram is affirmed •. 

Martin Ri evo,' Me:!!lb er 

I concur: I c:oncur: 

Mayhue, Member 
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